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Millimeter-wave (mmWave) networks are one of the main key components in next cellular
and WLANs (Wireless Local Area Networks). mmWave networks are capable of providing multi
gigabit-per-second rates with very directional low-interference and high spatial reuse links. In
2013, the first 60 GHz wireless solution for WLAN appeared in the market. These were wireless
docking stations under the WiGig protocol. Today, in 2019, 60 GHz communications have gained
importance with the IEEE 802.11ad amendment with different products on the market, including
routers, laptops and wireless Ethernet solutions. More importantly, mmWave networks are going
to be used in next generation cellular networks, where smartphones will be using the 28 GHz band.
For backbone links, 60 GHz communications have been proposed due to its higher directionality
and unlicensed use. This thesis fits in this frame of constant development of the mmWave bands to
meet the needs of latency and throughput that will be necessary to support future communications.
In this thesis, we first characterize the cost-effective design of COTS (commercial off-the-shelf)
60 GHz devices and later we improve their two main weaknesses, which are their low link distance
and their non-ideal spatial reuse.
It is critical to take into consideration the cost-effective design of COTS devices when
designing networking mechanisms. This is why in this thesis we do the first-of-its-kind COTS
analysis of 60 GHz devices, studying the D5000 WiGig Docking station and the TP-Link Talon
IEEE 802.11ad router. We include static measurements such as the synthesized beam patterns
of these devices or an analysis of the area-wide coverage that these devices can fulfill. We
perform a spatial reuse analysis and study the performance of these devices under user mobility,
showing how robust the link can be under user movement. We also study the feasibility of having
flying mmWave links. We mount a 60 GHz COTS device into a drone and perform different
measurement campaigns. In this first analysis, we see that these 60 GHz devices have a large
performance gap for the achieved communication range as well as a very low spatial reuse.
However, they are still suitable for low density WLANs and for next generation aerial micro
cell stations.
Seeing that these COTS devices are not as directional as literature suggests, we analyze how
channels are not as frequency stable as expected due to the large amount of reflected signals.
Ideally, frequency selective techniques could be used in these frequency selective channels in
order to enlarge the range of these 60 GHz devices. To validate this, we measure real-world
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60 GHz indoor channels with a bandwidth of 2 GHz and study their behavior with respect to
techniques such as bitloading, subcarrier switch-off, and waterfilling. To this end, we consider a
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) channel as defined in the IEEE 802.11ad
standard and show that in point of fact, these techniques are highly beneficial in mmWave
networks allowing for a range extension of up to 50%, equivalent to power savings of up to 7 dB.
In order to increase the very limited spatial reuse of these wireless networks, we propose a
centralized system that allows the network to carry out the beam training process not only to
maximize power but also taking into account other stations in order to minimize interference.
This system is designed to work with unmodified clients. We implement and validate our system
on commercial off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11ad hardware, achieving an average throughput gain of
24.67% for TCP traffic, and up to a twofold throughput gain in specific cases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the recent years, there has been an exponential growth of popularity in wireless devices.
These devices are increasing the wireless spectrum demand (more than 20 billion connected
devices are expected by 2020 [16]). At the same time, applications such as ultra-high quality
video streaming or virtual reality headsets demand gigabit per second rates which up to now
are impossible to deliver wirelessly. These wireless applications together with the increasing
solicitation on wireless devices multiply the demand for new technology to be able to serve all
these users and applications. For example, this demand is estimated to exceed 25 Gbps per square
kilometer in 5G network deployments, being about 100-fold over the current capacity [17].
Up to today, Legacy Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), such as WiFi or Bluetooth, or
cellular networks, such as LTE, work in frequency ranges that can go up to 6 GHz. These sub-
6 GHz bands have to deal with the increase of throughput demand as well as managing their highly
saturated wireless channels. These devices usually transmit their power in an omnidirectional
way, this is, transmitting their power into every direction. This omnidirectional behaviour together
with their large communication range and small penetration loss can cause significant interference
with neighbouring devices belonging to other networks. In order to avoid collisions due to
interference, the network needs to schedule the transmissions of each of the devices. If there is
no scheduler in the network, devices will need to sense the medium to verify if there are ongoing
transmissions. For such case, if the medium is busy, the devices wait for a random period of time
and attempts to transmit again. This collision avoidance mechanisms decrease the communication
rates due to these waiting times [18].
Looking into new and fresh ideas, the WiGig Alliance standardized the use of the unlicensed
60 GHz band to avoid the previously mentioned issues, creating the WiGig protocol in 2009 [19].
The WiGig protocol was meant for pseudo-static and single-user scenarios, such as wireless
docking stations. These wireless docking stations supported the transmission of high definition
video as well as being compatible with the wireless bus extension, allowing USB and Ethernet
connections. With this, the vendors were able to assure a 6.7 Gbps wireless connection thanks
to the use of 2.16 GHz bandwidth channels in the 60 GHz frequency band. In 2012 the
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WiGig alliance merged with the WiFi Alliance, producing together the new IEEE 802.11ad
amendment [20]. IEEE 802.11ad was the result of merging the whole multi-user IEEE 802.11
stack together with the 60 GHz physical layer of the WiGig protocol, allowing to have a
Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) WiFi network with up to 6.7 Gbps links.
The unlicensed 60 GHz band under the IEEE 802.11ad amendment provides 6 non-
overlapping 2.16 GHz bandwidth channels which support both Single-Carrier and Orthogonal
Frequency-Division Multiple (OFDM). The use of higher carrier frequency in comparison with
sub-6 GHz bands changes radically the wireless behavior of the systems. 60 GHz communications
face very high absorption losses. For this reason communication links need to be established in
non-obstructed scenarios. These 60 GHz WLAN devices usually have a maximum distance of
15 meters (absorption loss is about 22 dB higher than in legacy sub-6 GHz bands [21]). These
high absorption losses produce link outages when the link gets obstructed by blockages such as
columns or walls, as well as when a person crosses the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path of the link.
Conversely, as devices hardly transmit through walls, it will help with the interference reduction
as well as decreasing the saturation of the wireless spectrum.
Having an increase in frequency is equivalent to a reduction in wavelength. This wavelength
reduction gives the possibility of reducing the size of the antennas. 60 GHz devices equip antennas
in the order of millimeters of size, allowing to stack many antennas together building what is
called an ‘antenna array’ (also named ‘array of antennas’). Antenna arrays have the potential
of modifying phase and amplitude of the different antenna elements creating constructive or
destructive self-interference, producing the synthesis of directional beam patterns. The directivity
of these antenna arrays can be used both in the transmission as well as in the reception side. This
high directionality provides low-interference scenarios with high spatial reuse.
1.1. Motivation
Developing robust consumer-grade devices for mmWave wireless networks is challenging. In
contrast to IEEE 802.11n/ac networks operating in the traditional 2.4 and 5 GHz bands, devices
based on the recent IEEE 802.11ad standard operating in the unlicensed 60 GHz band must
overcome significant hurdles. This includes handling 2.16 GHz wide channels, using directional
beamforming antennas to overcome the increased attenuation at these frequencies, or dealing with
a highly dynamic radio environment [22].
Dealing with such challenging component characteristics at the same time as maintaining
cost effective devices for the general market is difficult. A trade-off between the characteristics
of the device components and their price is needed. This trade-off leads to Commercial Off-The-
Shelf (COTS) devices performing far from the theoretical models that can be found in the research
community. However, there are no studies analyzing the performance of whole mmWave COTS
devices, making difficult to know how these devices behave in comparison to theoretical models.
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Current works in the area allow diverse assumptions, as sector-shaped or formula-based beam
patterns [20,23], as no real analysis has been provided by the community. Nevertheless, there are
some well-known issues that reduce the performance of mmWave COTS systems. The relatively
few antenna elements that these mmWave COTS antenna arrays mount are known to be not as
good as the idealized pencil-beam sectors that literature often assumes. These imperfect low-
directional antennas together with the high path loss attenuation are known to cause limited-range
communications. Also, their low directivity is known to create interference with neighboring
nodes, not allowing the very high spatial reuse suggested in the literature. However, these issues
have not been quantified in practical deployments.
This PhD thesis aims to introduce a new point of view on mmWave communications updating
the perspective that the community has on these wireless systems. In order to do so, this work
presents the first characterization of real COTS 60 GHz devices in terms of frame level analysis,
beam pattern measurements, interference impact, and performance under mobility. Once we
have characterized these COTS devices, we explore their weaknesses and provide mechanisms to
address them. We improve the two main disadvantages of these devices, which are their limited
link distance and their low spatial reuse.
1.2. Contributions
We begin this thesis with an intensive analysis of mmWave COTS devices in Chapter 3, where
we study the whole performance of these devices and perform a quantitative analysis of their cost-
effective design. We start performing a static analysis of these systems. In there, we do a protocol
analysis of these first platforms. Then, we study the directivity of these devices by measuring their
beam patterns. Further, we analyze how this frequency band creates reflections and we examine
how these can create interference to other devices. We also check how these devices behave in
terms of distance and orientation performing an area-wide coverage and finally we investigate
how these devices perform in terms of spatial reuse for different distances and orientations. The
next part of Chapter 3 shows an analysis of these same COTS systems under mobility. There, we
compare the previous static area-wide coverage with respect to mobility traces. We then check
how the performance would be upgraded with different number of antenna arrays in the mobile
device and then study the link robustness under movement and transient blockage. We finalize
this analysis on mmWave COTS devices studying the performance of 60 GHz aerial links. There,
we perform distance measurements for different flying heights. We also emulate different windy
conditions in order to test the feasibility of these mmWave aerial communications.
Chapter 4 helps to solve the first drawn problem of mmWave technology, which is the link
range limitation. In order to extend the link range of these devices, we implement frequency
selective techniques into real-world 60 GHz channels. In order to do so, we first perform channel
measurements in separate indoor scenarios. We measure the whole IEEE 802.11ad channel
bandwidth with its OFDM characteristics. The techniques that we apply for this range extension
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are subcarrier switch-off, bit loading and water filling combined with bit loading. We first analyze
if the channel fits with the use of these techniques, and once this is confirmed, we apply them
obtaining range extensions as well as energy savings.
Chapter 5 helps to solve the second sketched problem of mmWave technology, which is the
low spatial reuse achieved by these COTS devices. In order to create parallel communications
with less interference we develop new beamtraining mechanisms. Instead of using the beam
pattern that provides the highest received power as the IEEE 802.11ad amendment does, we
propose four different mechanisms that select the beam pattern based not only in the received
power but also based on the interference created to other nodes. Each of these mechanisms is
based on different optimization goals. We implement and compare all these mechanisms with
COTS IEEE 802.11ad routers. For the deployment of these techniques we only need to modify
the Access Points (APs) as the system can run for unmodified Stations (STAs).
We can summarize the main contributions of this thesis as:
1. Characterization of 60 GHz COTS systems. We focus our study into directionality,
spatial reuse, impact on frame aggregation, area-wide coverage, and beamtracking and
link robustness under mobility. We provide this analysis together with a free-to-download
database, allowing researchers to take these hardware impairments into account [24].
2. Feasibility study of mmWave COTS radios for aerial links. We mount an IEEE 802.11ad
laptop into a drone and measure the performance of an aerial link for different distances and
different emulated wind speeds.
3. Implementation of frequency selective techniques to extend link distances. We measure
60 GHz real-world IEEE 802.11ad like indoor channels. To these channels, we apply
frequency selective techniques achieving 50% link extension or up to 7 dB energy savings.
4. Signal to interference aware beamtraining. In order to improve the low spatial reuse of
current mmWave COTS links, we propose different beamtraining techniques. These allow
the nodes to choose their beam patterns taking into account not only received power but
also the interference that can be created to other users.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we describe the characteristics of mmWave communications and present
related work in the area. mmWave frequencies have been used for commercial wireless systems
for several years. These first generation systems, however, were targeting mainly static or pseudo
static application scenarios, like backhaul links (for example the HXI Gigalink 6451 system
used in [25]), wireless data centers [26, 27] or transmission of uncompressed high definition
video data [28]. With formation of the WiGig Alliance [19], the latter use case broadened to
docking station applications and finally incorporated general WiFi use cases when, in 2012,
WiGig was merged into the IEEE 802.11ad amendment. This amendment defines a unified
mmWave communication standard for a variety of use cases, including dense scenarios with
indoor mobility [22]. The amendment adds so-called sector sweeps at regular beacon intervals.
During a sweep, devices sequentially transmit beacons on each of their beam patterns. This allows
nodes to discover each other, and determine the best beam pattern for communication. Within a
beacon interval, devices can either use random or scheduled access. The latter avoids certain
issues of random access in directional networks, such as collisions due to deafness. However,
existing devices do not implement it.
2.1. Transmission Characteristics
Wireless communications in the mmWave band have distinctly different communication
characteristics than those using frequencies below 6 GHz. These differences mainly result from
the increased attenuation of free space propagation and signal blockage in case of obstacles.
Applying the Friis free space transmission equation, we can find how the attenuation increases
20 dB when changing from 6 GHz to 60 GHz carrier frequency. This 20 dB increase on
free space loss, together with the fact that atmospheric oxygen attenuates the 60 GHz band
transmissions at a 10-15 dB/km regime, makes these communications unsuitable for long-range
transmissions [21, 29]. This attenuation of around 20-40 dB is typically overcome by highly
directional antennas, which can be used both in the transmitter as in the receiver side. Due to the
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high directionality of these antenna arrays and the small wavelength, mmWave communications
are highly vulnerable to blockage. Walking by a column or blocking the communication
LOS can easily break the link. Antenna arrays may also be used to circumvent blockage,
using a propagation path via a reflection. There are many mechanisms in the literature to try
to fix transient blockages as the one seen in Beamspy [30], which is capable of predicting
blockages and circumvent them. Such reflections are possible if certain highly reflective materials
are present [31]. Propagation parameters and channel models for understanding mmWave
propagation have been compared and modeled by various research groups and standardization
bodies [32]. Further, directional communication and blockage significantly lower the amount of
interference on mmWave frequencies and allow for high levels of spatial reuse.
The range of practical 60 GHz networks depends on a number of factors, such as the
directivity of the antenna and the allowed transmission power. Recent work [25, 28] uses COTS
hardware to determine the actual impact of path loss in real-world environments. This adds to
related work which measures range using custom-built solutions [33, 34]. In both cases, the
general consensus is that the range of 60 GHz networks in LOS conditions is 10 to 15 meters.
In isolated cases, ranges of up to 25 meters are feasible. Such outliers may be due to, e.g., dry
environments in which water absorption is limited. Still, given the limited range in the standard
case, extending the link length is highly interesting.
Related work shows that directional communications play a fundamental role regarding
channel characteristics, as using directional antennas reduces the multi-path effects [35].
Moreover, signals reflected off walls typically suffer strong attenuation in addition to high path
loss. Still, extensive measurement campaigns show that even second-order reflections can still
have a significant impact in mmWave frequencies [31, 36]. These mmWave channels are still
very sparse, as independently of the number of beam directions or reflected paths available, the
communication can only be established through a limited number of signal paths [37]. Designing
cost-efficient phased antenna arrays to filter out reflections is feasible [38–40] but often not
enough as 60 GHz COTS devices experience strong side lobes. In other words, actual commercial
hardware is far from the ideal pencil-shaped beams often assumed in simulative work on 60 GHz
networks [41]. Thus, reflections are likely to fall into a side lobe of the receiver, which may
cause frequency selectivity. Yang et al. [42] analyze this issue in practice, and show that 60 GHz
channels indeed exhibit a certain degree of frequency selectivity for beams which are not pencil-
shaped. This motivates our work since it suggests that techniques exploiting such selectivity may
be suitable for range extension.
2.2. Beam Steering
With the central role of directional communication in mmWave systems, a device’s ability to
steer its antenna beams becomes essential. As the size of antennas scales with the wave length,
mmWave systems can integrate antenna arrays with a high number of elements even into small
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handheld devices. These antenna arrays allow electronic configuration of the antennas’ beam
direction and provide very high directional gain. In contrast to lower frequency beamforming
mechanisms, mmWave systems usually rely on beam steering via codebooks of predefined beam
patterns that implement different directions, which reduces the complexity of the beamtraining
process. The way these devices perform their beamtraining, is with a periodical process where
the AP tests all the possible Tx-beam patterns of its codebook with the initiator sector sweep
while the STAs receive omni-directionally and then the STAs answers back in the same manner,
iterating through all the possible Tx-beam patterns, including on each of these frames which was
the best AP beam pattern. Then, the AP acknowledges back with the best beam pattern to be used
by the STA.
While mmWave antenna arrays have been in use since first generation devices, their impact
on system level network performance is not well understood, although realistic antenna patterns
in mmWave cellular scenarios are being studied by means of simulations [43]. As these beam
patterns do not appear to be as directional as they could be due to the use of limited codebooks,
there has been large efforts from the community to improve current mmWave beamforming
and beamsteering. For instance, Palacios et al. [44] propose a hybrid analog-digital adaptive
beamforming technique to accelerate the link establishment relaying on a geometric strategy,
resulting into time gains as well as an increase in spectral efficiency compared with the existing
scanning strategies. A hybrid beamforming optimization subject to a Signal-to-Interference-
plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) constrain is studied in [45]. First they consider the minimization of
transmitted power to achieve a given SINR, and later they maximize the worst SINR case given
a total power constraint. An other interference alignment scheme for 60 GHz communication
system is proposed in [46]. The authors split their antenna array into sub-arrays where
independent beamforming is performed, and then interference alignments is applied. In [47]
the effective network throughput is maximized by a joint study on the overhead of aligning the
Tx-beam pattern modifying its beamwidth together with the traffic scheduling on each time slot,
as only a single transmission can be done per slot.
All these mentioned solutions would help boosting the global performance and the spatial
reuse of mmWave dense scenarios. However, they do need to modify APs and STAs beamforming
protocols, as well as needing extra control exchange. It is also important to mention that the
previously exposed works are only validated by means of simulations, not taking into account the
real-world cost-effective design of mmWave devices.
Another issue that mmWave communications have to deal with is the use of directional
communications under user mobility. Mobility plays a key role in 60 GHz networks as even
slight beam misalignments can undermine performance. By default, the IEEE 802.11ad protocol
resorts to costly beamtraining when nodes move. Related work presents improvements on this
behavior, such as short frames preceding data packets to assess the current state of the channel
and react accordingly [48], or using the data packet preamble to slightly steer the main lobe to
the sides [49]. Cacciapuoti [50] has designed a mobility-aware user association strategy for 5G-
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mmWave networks based on association strategies. Other works leverage the ability of hybrid
analog-digital transceivers to collect channel information from multiple spatial directions at the
same time in order to probabilistically optimize the problem of mmWave link maintenance under
mobility [51].
While recent 60 GHz experiment platforms provide full access to such lower layer issues [52],
these are not standard compliant and are based on hardware components that are very different
from the ones used in commercial devices. Despite recent advances in terms of 60 GHz
link robustness, mobility remains an open issue. Existing work mitigates the impact of link
blockage [30, 53] but has only limited applicability to mobile scenarios.
2.3. Work on Practical 60 GHz Networks
At the time of writing, insights into practical 60 GHz networks were limited since
IEEE 802.11ad hardware was not widely available. Only two commercial wireless routers
and a few mobile devices supported IEEE 802.11ad. Related work uses WiGig and WiHD
devices to study the performance of 60 GHz links. For instance, Zheng et al. [25] use off-the-
shelf hardware to characterize 60 GHz links, dispelling a number of common beliefs regarding
mmWave communication. This includes showing that the range of such networks is large
enough for outdoor communication, and that electronically steerable antenna arrays can deal with
blockage as well as user motion. Still, in contrast to our work, they do not study and measure the
beam patterns of off-the-shelf hardware nor do they perform area-wide measurements. Also, they
focus on high-level metrics, while we analyze the frame level operation of WiGig devices and its
behavior at the physical layer.
Ramanathan et al. [54] follow a different approach than [25] and, hence, us. Instead of
measuring the performance of off-the-shelf devices, they use a custom-built software-defined
radio that allows them to perform signal strength measurements at 60 GHz using horn antennas.
Among other results, they show that different types of link breaks should be treated differently.
For instance, a transmitter should change beam direction to avoid human blockage, whereas it
should widen its beam to deal with mobility. Most interestingly, they show how the signal
strength can be used for early detection of each type of link break. In contrast, we study
actual data transmissions using hardware with electronically steerable phased antenna arrays.
While [54] focuses on blockage, beam steering, and spatial reuse assuming horn antennas, we
investigate topics such as reflections for range extension, data aggregation, and interference due
to imperfections of commercial hardware.
Chapter 3
Analysis of Commercial Off-The-Shelf
Millimeter Wave Systems
This chapter focuses on the analysis of mmWave COTS devices. In contrast to legacy
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) devices where their center frequency can go up to
5.9 GHz and channel bandwidths up to 160 MHz, in the IEEE 802.11ad amendment, the carrier
frequency can go up to 70.2 GHz and the channel bandwidth to 2.16 GHz. Developing electronic
components such as digital to analogue converters or amplifiers capable of dealing with such large
channel bandwidths, together with their corresponding channel separation is very challenging.
The MAC layer of these 60 GHz devices also needs to face new problems such as beamforming
and directional device discovery and initial access.
Existing work studies the individual factors that such a system must address regarding both
the characteristics of 60 GHz communication—fading [33], reflections [31], frequency selectivity
[36,42], and multipath effects [35,36]—as well as the design of hardware such as phased antenna
arrays [40]. The challenge is that consumer-grade devices must be able to handle the resulting
complexity of the overall system while still being cost-effective.
This has naturally led to the use of cost effective components in consumer-grade 60 GHz
systems. For instance, current devices use electronic beam steering with phased arrays with
relatively few antenna elements. As a result, while the transmitters use directional beam patterns,
they do not fully achieve the 60 GHz vision of extreme pencil-beams with negligible interference.
While this is qualitatively well-known, it raises a crucial question: how large is the practical,
quantitative impact of such limitations? Understanding this impact is fundamental since the
aforementioned limitations may undermine common 60 GHz assumptions. This in turn is key
to design protocols that can reliably operate at mmWave frequencies. As a quantitative analysis
of these limitations is missing, related work in this area is often based on diverse assumptions.
For instance, assumptions on the shape of beam patterns range from triangle-shaped sectors as in
the IEEE 802.11ad standard [20] to ideal lobes as defined by theoretical formulas [23]. Neither
reflects the actual shape of practical beam patterns. This also hinders the comparison of results
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among papers. Previous work on practical 60 GHz networks based on consumer-grade devices is
limited to studying the impact of human blockage [28] and transmission range [25]. Also, existing
studies do not make traces available for reuse.
However, 60 GHz communications are not limited for WLANs. 60 GHz communications
were previously used in datacenters [26, 27] and are proposed to be used as wireless backbone
links in next generation cellular or home networks [55]. This gives the opportunity of having
dynamic base stations which can be moved when ever is needed. These agile base stations are also
proposed to be mounted on drones for particular circumstances, such as disaster recovery mapping
or other high-data rate mapping uses [56,57]. The use of mmWave links for aerial communication
presents a key technical challenge as the mmWave link is susceptible to break easily with the
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) movement. While directionality and link ruptures are issues in
cellular and LAN applications, the problems are more pronounced in the aerial case due to the
high motion, large angular area to cover and the power and payload limitations on the drone.
As a result, the following issues remain unanswered:
A. High data rates. Which coding and modulation schemes are feasible? What is the
impact of data aggregation at such high physical layer rates?
B. Directional communication. How directional are consumer-grade phased antenna
arrays? How large is the actual impact of side lobes?
C. Area-wide coverage. What is the performance of 60 GHz devices in terms of
coverage within a large room for different device orientations?
D. High spatial reuse. How close can devices operate without experiencing collisions?
How strong is the impact of interfering reflections and beam pattern selection?
E. Robustness under mobility. How frequent are link losses? Can nodes move out of
the omni-directional discovery range of a base station due to the use of directional beam
patterns for data transmission?
F. Beamtracking under mobility. How well can existing devices track user movement
and adapt their beamsteering accordingly? How beneficial would it be if devices had
multiple antenna arrays, thus avoiding shadowing by the device itself?
G. Transient blockage. How does a temporary blockage affect the link? How does the
speed affect related to beam pattern changes?
H. mmWave COTS in aerial links. Is it feasible to mount mmWave COTS radios into
drones to provide cellular connectivity? How far can these links reach? Are these links
going to work under strong wind conditions?
Here, we provide answers to the questions above. To this end, we use a down-converter
to overhear and analyze the communication of 60 GHz devices. This gives us unprecedented
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insights into link utilization, beam patterns, and frame level operation. Moreover, we integrate
this platform with a custom hardware monitor to access firmware registers that reveal lower-
layer details. Our analysis allows us to determine the key limitations of 60 GHz consumer-grade
hardware, which opens the door to future work on mechanisms that address these limitations.
Most importantly, we make part of our measurements available to the community [24] in a format
which allows other researchers to build on them. This is highly relevant, as it enables realistic and
comparable results. This chapter contributions are as follows:
1. We provide a frame level analysis of 60 GHz protocols, studying parameters such as frame
length and showing that existing devices only use data aggregation if a connection requires
high throughput. Otherwise, they do not aggregate, even for traffic that is not delay-
constrained, thus resulting in inefficient medium usage.
2. We measure the beam patterns that our devices use. We show that the patterns suffer
significant imperfections, such as high irregularity and very strong side lobes of up to −1 dB
compared to the main lobe.
3. We perform a comprehensive measurement campaign studying a grid of 117 measured
positions with eight equally spaced device orientations in a large conference room in order
to obtain the coverage capabilities of COTS devices.
4. We evaluate the impact of interference due to side lobes and reflections. We find that
interfering reflections from neighboring, unaligned devices may reduce the achievable
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) throughput by more than 20% of the value that would
be achieved otherwise.
5. We study the performance of commercial 60 GHz devices under movement, showing that
throughput decreases on average 30% compared to the static case.
6. We show that additional arrays on a device can improve throughput up to 4× and reduce
outage by 62%. Moreover, we observe that nodes can easily move out of the discovery
range of each other during on-going communication due to the directional beam patterns.
7. We analyze how a transient blockage affects the link. We test for different speeds of the
blocking body how the link gets affected in terms of number of tested beam patterns during
the blockage.
8. We test the performance of aerial mmWave links with COTS radios for different heights
and distances. We then validate these aerial links emulating windy conditions.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 provides details on the tested devices and
our setup. In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we present our static and mobile analysis, respectively. Section
3.4 introduces the feasibility of ground-to-air communication based on COTS devices. Next, in
Section 3.5 we discuss the insights that we gain from our results.
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3.1. Experiment Setup
In the following, we present the techniques that we use to obtain the 60 GHz networking
traces. This goes well beyond simple measurements, since it includes partial reverse-engineering
of the commercial systems that we consider, as well as filtering and processing the data for reuse
by other researchers.
3.1.1. Devices Under Test
We consider four different 60 GHz commercial devices (c.f. Figures 3.1 and 3.23). Our first
device under test is the Dell D5000 wireless docking station. The D5000 dock is widely used
in practical 60 GHz research since it was the first commercial device that largely implemented
the mechanisms that later became the IEEE 802.11ad standard. It serves as a docking station
for laptops with a compatible WiGig card. Broadly speaking, the dock acts as an AP, and the
connected laptop as a station. This system uses Wilocity Wil6100 “Marlon” cards, which are
the precursor model of the cards used in 60 GHz routers at the time of writing. Most interestingly,
these devices allow for access to lower layer information as will be described in next Section 3.1.2
such as the beam pattern in use, control and data packet counters and the automatic gain control
level, and are thus highly valuable for our analysis. After disassembling the D5000 dock, we
found that it has a baseband chip connected to an upconverter and a 2x8 antenna array. The
antenna covers a cone of 120◦.
Our second device is a WiHD-compatible DVDO Air-3c system designed for transmitting
HDMI data streams. The system consists of a transmitter and a receiver module that do not allow
for any configuration. In terms of range and link stability, we found that the Air-3c performs better
than the D5000 dock. Indoors, we could transmit video over 20 meters, even with misalignment
and blockage on the direct path. Upon disassembly, we found on both sides of the link an antenna
Figure 3.1: Experiment hardware: (a) Talon router, (b) Dell D5000 dock, (c) DVDO Air-3c
system, (d) measurement robot with Dell WiGig laptop, and (e) Acer IEEE 802.11ad P446-M
laptop. The arrows mark the placement of the 60 GHz antennas on the devices.
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array with 24 elements placed irregularly.
Our third device is the TP-Link Talon AD7200, which is the first commercial router operating
in the 60 GHz band. It uses the Qualcomm QCA9500 chipset which comes with a 32 element
antenna array. We observe that its behavior is similar to the D5000 dock. Our lab measurements
reveal that both devices use very similar chipsets. Due to these similarities and the aforementioned
advantage of the D5000 docking station where we can access lower layer information, we are
going to focus our study on the D5000 dock with the exception of Section 3.2.5 and 3.4.
For our drone communication experiments, we use a pair of Acer Travelmate P446-M laptops
to establish the 60 GHz communication. These laptops are equipped with the client-version of
the Qualcomm QCA9008 chipset used in the TP-Link Talon AD7200, which in the same way, is
connected to a 32 element phased-antenna array. On the time in which these drone experiments
where performed, the community advanced providing the opportunity of using the open source
wil6210 wireless driver [58], which provides access to lower layer parameters of the chipset. The
bandwidth of all of our four devices under test is 2.16GHz, from which only 1.7 GHz is used
leaving the rest as guard. They all operate on the channels defined in the 802.11ad standard. That
is, their center frequencies range from 58.32 GHz to 64.80 GHz.
For the aerial experiments in Section 3.4 we use a DJI MATRICE 600 PRO drone. This drone
is used to fly the COTS mmWave radio. It is capable of lifting a payload of 5 kg for approximately
20 minutes, which provides enough time to acquire the measurement traces discussed in the next
section. It further provides all the GPS and IMU data of the flights for better control of the
experimental setup. The aerial setup can be seen in Figure 3.23.
3.1.2. Lower Layer Parameter Collection
Apparently, the Dell drivers do not provide any access to lower layer information except for
the physical layer rate in the Graphical User Interface (GUI) available to the user, which allows
researchers to deduce the current MCS. However, the driver ships with a so-called “Wilocity
Monitor”, which runs continuously as a Windows service. This monitor is clearly not meant
for usage by the end user, and seems to be a residual of debugging activities. It is configurable
via a number of readily accessible text files. Moreover, it stores the monitored physical and
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer parameters to a file of Comma-Separated Values (CSV) at















Figure 3.2: Overview of the Wilocity Monitor.
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Monitor Operation. As shown in Figure 3.2, the monitor takes two files as input. First, the
monitor configuration file specifies the interval at which lower layer parameters of the Wilocity
card shall be logged. The minimum interval is 1 ms, which provides a much higher time resolution
than the information shown on the device driver GUI. Among others, this file also specifies for
how many days logs shall be stored before deletion, and whether the monitor shall perform a
memory dump when the service is started. Second, the Register File (RGF) configuration file
specifies which lower layer parameters the monitor shall log. The monitor reads any value out
of a 712 KB memory area of the Wilocity card. To monitor a value in the memory, the RGF
configuration must specify (a) the memory address and (b) the bit mask needed to extract the
value from the memory location. The mask selects specific bits out of the memory contents.
Based on the above configuration, the Wilocity Monitor generates two output files. First, it stores
a memory dump of the full 712 KB memory at startup. Second, it logs the monitored values in
the RGF file at the specified monitoring interval. These output files are located in a hidden system
folder of the operating system.
Lower Layer Parameters. While the Wilocity Monitor provides access to a large memory
area containing all kinds of lower layer information, the key problem is to know which
combination of memory address and bitwise mask contains which information. From the
configuration files of the monitor, it becomes evident that the design of the monitor assumes
an additional CSV file which contains a mapping of the memory to human readable mnemonics.
Unsurprisingly, this file is not present among the files that ship with the device driver. However,
the RGF configuration file contains a number of pre-configured values which, once again, seem
to be a residual of debugging activities. In Table 3.1 we show some of these values. The “INA”
counters count the number of packets that the physical layer successfully detects based on the
frame preamble. Further, the “CRC OK” counters show how many of the detected packets passed
the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). We also obtain temperature information of Baseband and
Radio Chips, which may hint at energy consumption. The Automatic Gain Control (AGC) of
the receiver is indicated as an attenuation, that is, the higher the logged value, the lower is the
gain at the receiver. Finally, Table 3.1 includes two values which we have inferred based on
measurements, namely, the MCS and the beam patterns from the laptop and docking station.
3.1.3. Comprehensive Trace Collection
To collect physical layer traces for our dataset and our frame level analysis, we use a VubIQ
60 GHz Development System [59] connected to an Agilent MSO-X 3034A oscilloscope. This
setup provides traces of the analog I/Q output of the VubIQ receiver, and thus allows us to observe
the individual frames on the medium. While we undersample the signal and thus cannot decode
it, the traces allow us to extract the timing and amplitude of frames by processing them offline in
Matlab. The VubIQ frontend supports downconversion of 1.8 GHz modulated bandwidth at the
common IEEE 802.11ad/aj frequencies. Further, it has a WR-15 input, which we connect to horn
antennas with different levels of directivity. For beam pattern measurements, we use a 25 dBi
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Table 3.1: Monitored Lower Layer Parameters
Description Mask Size
INA Counter Control Packets 32 bits
INA Counter Data Packets 32 bits
CRC OK Counter Control Packets 32 bits
CRC OK Counter Data Packets 32 bits
Baseband Chip Temperature 32 bits
Radio Chip Temperature 32 bits
Automatic Gain Control Attenuation 6 bits
Modulation and Coding Scheme 5 bits
Transmit Beam Pattern 6 bits
Receive Beam Pattern 6 bits
horn antenna. To obtain a wide beam pattern for protocol analysis, we use the open wave guide.
Further, we obtain transport layer throughput measurements for the D5000 dock using
‘iPerf’ [60]. Specifically, we run the iPerf server on the E7440 laptop, and connect a second laptop
via Ethernet to the D5000 dock. We run the iPerf client on this second laptop, thus generating
traffic on the wireless 60 GHz link. This iPerf session together with our reverse-engineer Wilocity
Monitor Service on the D5000 dock, reveals the desired lower layer information. Altogether, the
above setup provides detailed information of the D5000 dock at the physical, medium access
control, and transport layers.
Finally, for our comprehensive performance measurements in indoor environments, we use a
robotic platform that obtains all of the aforementioned traces in an automated manner on a specific
set of locations within a room. In particular, we use a Kobuki Turtlebot II robot to move the E7440
laptop along a grid of points within a large conference room. The robot uses a camera to follow
a line marked on the floor and stops at fixed intervals to measure performance. At each location,
it repeats this measurement for eight different rotation angles, covering an overall angular range
of 360◦. Except for our mobility analysis, we perform all measurements while the robot is static.
We place the D5000 docking station next to a wall but pointing towards the room to recreate a
realistic location of an AP. As a result, we obtain a comprehensive measurement database for the
entire room area and virtually any orientation of the laptop. This gives us unprecedented insights
into the practical performance of 60 GHz networks, since earlier work is limited to individual
locations within a room.
3.2. Static Analysis
In this section we describe the results of our static analysis. We first present our findings on
protocol operation and aggregation. Second, we analyze the beamforming of the D5000 dock.
Third, we investigate the impact of reflections. Fourth, we study the coverage of the D5000 in a
wide area. Finally, we study the spatial sharing that these devices allow for different orientations.
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3.2.1. Protocol Analysis
Measurement Setup. To gain insights into the protocol operation of our 60 GHz devices, we use
the VubIQ receiver as described in Section 3.1. To overhear the frames of both the transmitter
and the receiver, we use the open wave-guide of the VubIQ system. To identify which frames
come from which device, we place the VubIQ down-converter behind the docking station and
point it towards the notebook’s lid. As a result, the down-converter receives the frames of the
notebook via a direct path, and the frames of the dock via a reflection from the lid. Thus, the
average amplitude of the notebook frames is larger than the one of the docking station frames,
and we can easily separate them. For the wireless HDMI case, no reflector setup is needed. Since
its directivity is lower, the VubIQ can easily receive each side with a different power level from a
single location. We use iPerf in the Dell D5000 dock case to generate TCP traffic. This traffic is
transmitted from the laptop to the docking station via the 60 GHz wireless link. For the wireless
HDMI case, we transmit a high definition video signal. We use Matlab to post-process the traces,
and obtain insights into frame and burst lengths. The latter allows us to analyze data aggregation.
Beacon and Discovery Frames. All of our 60 GHz devices transmit periodic control frames.
Specifically, they transmit discovery frames to establish new links, and beacon frames to maintain
an existing connection. Table 3.2 shows their periodicity. We observe that systems transmitting
real-time video signals, such as the Air-3c, send beacon frames much more frequently than
the Talon router. This allows them to maintain a very high quality of service in case of link
impairments. Since the Talon router is not specifically designed for streaming, the beacon interval
is larger.
Dell D5000 Dock. We observe that the communication of the Dell D5000 dock consists of three
phases, namely, device discovery, link setup, and data transmission. These three phases match the
Beacon Transmission Interval (BTI), the Association Beamforming Training (A-BFT), and the
Data Transmission Interval (DTI) of IEEE 802.11ad, respectively. In the first stage, the D5000
dock transmits the aforementioned discovery frames. Figure 3.3(a) shows an example of such a
frame. In the second stage, a complex association and beamforming process takes place. Our
frame level analysis of the third stage shows that data transmission is divided into frame bursts.
These bursts are equivalent to Beacon Interval (BI) in IEEE 802.11ad, and their maximum length
is 2 ms. Each burst begins with two control frames, which have a different amplitude than the
subsequent series of data and acknowledgment frames, as shown in Figure 3.3(b). Outside the
bursts, the channel is idle except for the regular beacon exchange between the docking station and
the notebook (c.f. Table 3.2).
In Figure 3.4, we show the evolution of lower layer parameters for a total of four hours in
a static environment. During the experiment, we start iPerf twice for about 20 minutes. As
expected, the received packets per second increase to a high value while iPerf transmits, and are
close to zero otherwise, as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Interestingly, Figure 3.4(b) shows that the
number of received control packets per second decreases during those periods. The underlying
reason is that the Wilocity radio transmits frequent beacons to maintain connectivity while the link
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Table 3.2: D5000 dock, Talon, and WiHD frame periodicity
Frame type Periodicity
D5000/Talon Discovery Frame 102.4 ms
WiHD Discovery Frame 20 ms
D5000 Beacon Frame 1.1 ms
Talon Beacon Frame 102.4 ms
WiHD Beacon Frame 0.224 ms
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(b) Dell D5000 dock frame flow.
Figure 3.3: Frame structure of the Dell D5000 docking station system.
is idle, which is unnecessary when the link is active anyhow. The AGC attenuation in Figure 3.4(c)
is also closely related to the data transmission—while no data is being transmitter, the AGC
attenuation increases since no signal amplification is needed. The AGC value that we show in
Figure 3.4(c) is only related to directional data transmissions, that is, it does not take into account
omni-directional control traffic. Also, the monitor logs a dimensionless value, which is hard to
relate to an actual attenuation value in dB. Thus, we show the measurement result in “attenuation
units”. The same is valid for the temperature of the radio chip in Figure 3.4(d). Still, we clearly
observe how the temperature increases during data transmissions.
We also investigate the impact of data aggregation. Figure 3.5 gives an intuition on the
relevance of data aggregation at very high rates such as in IEEE 802.11ad. To study this issue,
we measure the length of data frames for different TCP throughput values. We control the
TCP throughput by adjusting its window size in iPerf. Figure 3.6(a) depicts the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the frame lengths for each throughput value. The CDF reveals
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(d) Radio chip temperature
Figure 3.4: Static analysis for fixed link length.
Figure 3.5: Aggregation primer. Data bursts begin with a pair of beacons (B) which is followed
by a data (di) and ack (a) exchange. When aggregation occurs, several data packets are combined
into one frame. Light brown color represents the preamble and header of each of the data frames,
while dark gray represents the payload.
that most frames are either short (around 5 µs) or long (15 to 20 µs). That is, we can divide them
into two categories. The length of long frames varies more than the length of short frames, which
is due to different levels of aggregation. The highest level we observe corresponds to a frame
duration of 25 µs. Further, the amount of long frames increases with throughput—the higher the
traffic load, the higher the level of data aggregation.


















































































(b) WiGig medium usage for increasing traffic load.
Figure 3.6: Frame level analysis of a WiGig link operating at 60 GHz.
Moreover, we investigate the level of medium usage for increasing throughput values.
Surprisingly, Figure 3.6(b) shows that, beyond a relatively low throughput value1, all oscilloscope
traces contained data frames. That is, the transmitter transmitted continuously. We observed that
this throughput increase at constant medium usage is due to a higher level of frame aggregation.
That is, WiGig can scale throughput from 171 Mbps to 934 Mbps by simply increasing the amount
of data in each frame, and thus vastly reducing the overhead due to medium access. According to
Figure 3.6(a), WiGig only needs to aggregate 25 µs of data to achieve this massive improvement.
For comparison, 802.11ac must aggregate 8 ms of data to achieve only a 2× improvement [61].
This is due to the much larger bandwidth of IEEE 802.11ad compared to IEEE 802.11ac. Any idle
time due to MAC overhead translates into huge throughput losses. In addition, we verified that
the transmitter used the same MCS for all traffic loads in Figure 3.6(b). That is, the throughput
increase is not due to the use of a higher MCS. This is expected, since the MCS is typically not
1We choose values in the order of kilobits per second by setting a small iPerf TCP window size to observe low
link utilization.
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(a) MCS with low traffic.
(b) Throughput decrease with distance.
Figure 3.7: Impact of distance on link rate and transport layer throughput.
adapted to the link load but to the link quality.
Figure 3.7(a) shows the impact of the link length on the physical layer rate. The longer the
link, the lower and more unstable the data rate. While Figure 3.7(a) depicts the link rate, in
Figure 3.7(b) we show the average iPerf throughput at increasing distances. We observe that
the throughput is approximately stable up to a certain distance d and then falls abruptly. This
distance d varies significantly for different experiments. Thus, while the individual experiments
exhibit the aforementioned abrupt behavior, the average falls gradually. We do not observe
results beyond 900 Mbps because the Gigabit Ethernet interface at the docking station limits
the achievable throughput. This is also the case for the Talon router. We conclude that the MCS
drops gradually with distance to about 1 Gbps but then falls abruptly. In our experiments, the
range of the Talon router was even higher, reaching up to 40 meters in an indoor corridor scenario.
Our measurements suggest that such long links are feasible due to constructive interference from
reflections.
DVDO Air-3c. Next, we analyze the frame flow for the DVDO Air-3c WiHD system. We observe
the same communication stages as for the D5000 dock. When analyzing the data transmission
stage, we found the beacon frame frequency to be much higher than for the D5000 system.
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(c) Dock beam pattern.
Figure 3.9: Measurement setup and beam patterns of the docking station system. Main lobe
points always to zero degrees. The beam patterns are scaled such that the gain of the main lobe is
at 0 dB.
Figure 3.8 shows an example frame flow for the WiHD system. Both the transmitter and the
receiver emit periodic beacons in a request-response manner to maintain the link. Each pair of
beacons is followed by a data packet when the transmitter has data to transmit. When no data is
queued for transmission, we only observe beacon frames. The trace shows the transition from an
active video transmission to an idle period. The WiHD system does not seem to perform channel
sensing, which may cause significant interference.
3.2.2. Beam patterns
Measurement Setup. To measure the antenna beam patterns of our devices, we use the VubIQ
system with a highly directional horn antenna. Specifically, we set up a 60 GHz link as in
Figure 3.9(a) and move the VubIQ receiver along 100 equally spaced positions on a semicircle of
radius 3.2 m centered at the transmitter. To avoid unwanted reflections, we perform the experiment
in a large outdoor space. In post-processing, we extract the signal strength of the data frames
transmitted by the device under test. We discard periodic control frames, which are transmitted
with higher power and wider antenna patterns. As a result, we obtain the azimuthal plane of the
beam patterns. Moreover, we also exploit the device discovery frame of the D5000 dock shown
in Figure 3.3(a) to compute the beam patterns that the D5000 dock uses to discover nodes.
































































Received Signal Power [dB]
Figure 3.10: A selection of the 32 quasi omni-directional beam patterns swept by the D5000 dock
during the device discovery phase.
Directional Transmission and Side Lobes. We first evaluate the beam patterns used by the
D5000 dock during the data transmission stage. In contrast to the device discovery stage, the
D5000 dock uses highly directional antenna configurations in order to use high MCS values.
Figures 3.9(b) and 3.9(c) show the measured transmit patterns of the Dell E7440 notebook and the
D5000 docking station. As expected, the patterns are highly directional with a Half-Power Beam
Width (HPBW) below 20 degrees. Despite the strong signal focus, we measured significant signal
energy from side lobes. These side lobes can have a transmit power in the range of −4 to −6 dB
compared to the main lobe, and thus can cause major interference. In a second measurement, we
rotated the notebook by 20◦ with respect to the laptop. Figure 3.9(c) shows the resulting docking
station beam pattern as an overlay. We observe that the gain of the main lobe is 10 dB below
the gain that we measure when the devices face each other. That is, beamforming towards the
boundary transmission area of the antenna array significantly reduces link gain. Also, we observe
a much higher number of side lobes as strong as −1 dB with respect to the main lobe.
Quasi Omni-Directional Search. Implementing omni-directional antenna patterns is a major
challenge for mmWave communication [62]. However, this kind of pattern is crucial for device
discovery and beamtraining [22]. The Dell D5000 system sweeps 32 different quasi omni-
directional patterns during device discovery (c.f. Figure 3.3(a)). Figure 3.10 shows four out
of these 32 beam patterns. The irregularities of the beam patterns are a natural result of our
measurement setup—since we manually move the VubIQ receiver along the 100 measurement
positions, small deviations are inevitable. Nevertheless, Figure 3.10 clearly depicts the rough
shape of the lobes. While the HPBW can be as wide as 60◦, each pattern contains several deep
gaps that may prevent communication with devices at the corresponding angles. These gaps are
due to the limitations of consumer-grade phased antenna arrays. However, probing multiple such
patterns during device discovery mitigates the impact of such gaps, and allows the dock to cover
the entire azimuth. The remaining 28 patterns are comparable in terms of directional focus and
received signal power.





Figure 3.11: Reflection patterns in conference room. The dotted lines show examples of LOS
paths as well as first and second order reflections.
3.2.3. Reflections
Reflection Analysis. Next, we analyze the impact of reflections in a realistic wireless setting.
This addresses the common assumption that the 60 GHz multi-path environment is very sparse
compared to the 2.4/5 GHz case, and that reflections result from quasi-optical propagation
in the direction of transmission. To this end, we set up a single 60 GHz link in an empty
conference room, either using the D5000 dock or the WiHD system. We then measure the energy
received from all possible directions at six different locations {A . . . F} in the room, as shown
in Figure 3.11. To this end, we mount the VubIQ receiver with a highly directional horn antenna
on a programmable rotation device and place it at each of the six locations. At each location, we
then measure the incident signal strength for all directions and assemble the result to an angular
profile. If no reflections occur, we expect to receive energy only from the direction in which
the 60 GHz devices are located. For instance, at location A, we should only observe energy
coming horizontally from the right and from above. Additional lobes in the angular profile
indicate reflections. To analyze the impact of different materials, we perform the experiments
in a room which has brick, glass, and wood walls. Figure 3.11 shows the layout.
Figure 3.11 depicts the angular profiles that we measure for the D5000 dock. In both cases,
most angular patterns have at least two clearly identifiable lobes, each pointing to one side of the
60 GHz link. We observe energy from both ends of the link because the receiving end not only
receives data frames but also transmits the corresponding acknowledgments. A significant number
of angular patterns feature additional lobes that signal reflections off the walls. In contrast to
common assumptions regarding 60 GHz communications, the lobes show a significant amount of
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Figure 3.12: Data transmission exclusively via a reflected path.
incidence energy. For instance, the angular pattern at position F in Figure 3.11 has a lobe directly
pointing to the lower wall. Geometrically following the reflection of the signal off the nearby
window suggests that this lobe is due to the transmissions of the laptop. Further, the angular
pattern at position B features a lobe pointing towards the wooden wall. This lobe arises from a
second order reflection that originates at the D5000 dock, and bounces off both the glass wall as
well as the wooden wall. This second order reflection has a signal strength that is comparable to
the LOS path, because the gain from the antenna array in the direction of the reflection is higher
than in the direction of the LOS. This compensates the additional path loss in the reflected case.
This finding is highly relevant since current mmWave networking models often assume that the
strong attenuation at 60 GHz results in at most first order reflections. While having second order
reflections translates into better coverage, they also cause more interference. Thus, including this
effect in the evaluation of 60 GHz systems is crucial.
Communication via Reflections. While the above results show that reflections are significant, we
also perform a case study to analyze to what degree those reflections help to extend the coverage
of a network if the LOS is blocked. To this end, we set up a link parallel to a glass wall using
a D5000 dock and its corresponding laptop. Additionally, we place an obstacle in between both.
Figure 3.12 depicts our setup. We then measure the angular energy profile at the receiver to
verify that the LOS path is actually blocked, and that all energy arrives via the reflection off
the wall. Figure 3.12 validates this—the angular energy profile does not include any lobe on
the LOS. Finally, we use iPerf to measure the achievable rate on such a reflection. We obtain
550 Mbps (±18 Mbps with 95% confidence) which is more than half of what we measure on
LOS links. Thus, communication via reflections is feasible and achieves significant data rates.
Earlier work [25] shows similar findings but lacks validation via an angular profile.
Interference from Reflections. The above reflection analysis allows us to assess the existence
and strength of reflections. In addition, we use a second setup to determine the impact of those
reflections on data transmissions. In particular, we set up two geometrically non-interfering
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(a) Setup. (b) Throughput result.
Figure 3.13: Reflection interference experiment.
60 GHz links close to a metal reflector, as shown in Figure 3.13. To eliminate the influence
of side lobes on the measurement, we position shielding elements close to the WiGig devices.
Further, we make sure that we do not block the reflected signal resulting from the metallic
surface behind the WiHD receiver. We then analyze the coverage area of this reflection using the
VubIQ transceiver to ensure that the docking station is located inside. Finally, we perform a TCP
throughput measurement from the laptop to the docking station using iPerf. By switching on and
off the WiHD devices, we evaluate the impact of the reflection on the WiGig connection. For the
iPerf connection, we set a TCP window size of 250 KByte such that it fully loads the underlying
Ethernet link, which the docking station tunnels over the 60 GHz wireless link. The WiGig
tunneling manages to provide full gigabit speed for the Ethernet link. This almost completely
saturates the link because the D5000 system tries to minimize the delay of the Ethernet traffic.
That is, instead of aggregating data to reduce the medium usage, the transmitter sends a larger
number of packets. Due to this high medium usage, we expect the link to be very sensitive to
interference effects.
The results in Figure 3.13(b) show that interference indeed has a strong impact in our setup.
We observe that the TCP throughput increases significantly after about 90 seconds, which is
when we power off the WiHD link. The performance degradation due to the WiHD reflection
is about 200 Mbps compared to the interference-free transmission. Further, we observe that the
throughput fluctuates strongly for the case with interference. Most probably, these variations
result from attempts of the D5000 dock to adapt to the high interference by switching among
MCS levels. The average throughput reduction is about 20%, but reaches up to 33%.
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Figure 3.14: Transport layer throughput for our area-wide grid measurement with the D5000
dock. Dark areas indicate high throughput, whereas light areas represent low throughput. The
arrows indicate the orientation of the E7400 laptop on the robot. The D5000 docking station is
located at coordinate (0, 0), as indicated on the upper part of each of the subfigures (a) to (h).
3.2.4. Area-Wide Coverage
While our above analysis focuses on specific scenarios, in the following we consider a
comprehensive measurement campaign within a large conference room.
Measurement Setup. The size of the room is 21.5 × 10.5m2. As discussed in Section 3.1, we
use a robot carrying the E7440 laptop to perform measurements on the physical, medium access
control, and transport layers at a large number of locations and orientations within this room.
The robotic automation is key to tackle the complexity of this very large measurement campaign.
The measurement locations are the 117 intersections of a 13 × 9 grid marked on the floor. The
intersections are at a distance of 0.8 meters both horizontally and vertically. At each location, the
robot repeats the measurement in eight equally spaced directions to cover the full 360◦ azimuthal
range. As a result, we obtain a comprehensive set of 936 measurements. This dataset is highly
valuable to the community since it is the first systematic 60 GHz networking trace collection
within a room. Researchers can easily use the traces to evaluate the performance of 60 GHz
protocols regarding, e.g., rate adaptation, mobility, and handovers in indoor environments. We
place the D5000 docking station at grid intersection (0, 0), which we define at the midpoint of the
top wall of the room, as shown in Figure 3.14. We collect a wide range of information including
MCS, PER, and the identifier of the beam pattern in use.
Coverage Results. Figure 3.14 depicts the throughput results as a heatmap. As expected, the
WiGig link achieves the highest throughput when the E7440 laptop is close to the D5000 dock.
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However, even when the E7440 laptop is facing the D5000 dock, throughput is not symmetric
across the otherwise empty room. Still, when the laptop is facing the docking station at +45◦
or −45◦, such as in Figures 3.14(b) and 3.14(h), the coverage area is clearly shaped towards
the right and the left half of the room, respectively. Interestingly, we still achieve significant
throughput when the laptop is facing away from the D5000 dock, as depicted in Figure 3.14(e).
This shows that the antenna radiates a significant amount of energy through a back lobe. Given
the location of the antenna in the laptop lid, under regular usage this back lobe points towards the
person using the laptop and thus may not be usable for communication. All in all, we conclude
that the coverage of commercial 60 GHz hardware is highly irregular, and thus strongly differs
from theoretical models. This behavior is an immediate result of the irregular shape of the beam
patterns that we observe in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.5. Spatial Sharing
Measurement Setup. In order to study how regularly mmWave COTS devices share the medium
given their large side lobes, we establish two sets of experiments to analyze parallel links. For
these experiments, we use the TP-Link IEEE 802.11ad Talon routers, which can be used both
as AP or as STA. With this devices, each link is capable of achieving between 1.4 Gbps and
1.7 Gbps of throughput during standalone operation depending on the environment, the selected
MCS and channel state. The separation between the APs and the STA is of 2 m. First, we study
the impact of operating two parallel links for different separation distances, seeing how for larger
distances the aggregated throughput increases. Second, we study the impact of link orientation
when sharing the wireless medium. The two links are separated with a distance of 15 m among
them. In this measurement campaign, each AP-STA pair is placed either in a horizontal or vertical
orientation, keeping maintaining a separation of 15 m between the medial of each link (leading to
cases where the actual distance between the two closest interfering stations is equal to 13 m). In
each setup, we have two parallel 60 GHz links where AP and STA are separated by 2 m and each
STA starts a TCP session towards its respective AP (uplink scenario).
Link Separation. Figure 3.15 depicts the aggregated throughput for the two parallel links with
respect to separation distance with a confidence interval of 95%. As expected, a higher separation
distance results in a higher aggregated throughput for the different placements. Conversely, the
smaller the separation distance, the higher the probability that the two pairs can sense each other
and, as a result, start sharing the wireless medium. When the separation distance is larger than
18 m, each STA can achieve around 1.4 Gbps, the same as in standalone operation, which implies
that they achieve full spatial reuse. For shorter separation distances, the two links start interfering
with each other via their side lobes: Between 13 m and 19 m, the aggregated throughput decreases
by 1.3 Gbps and remains around 1.5 Gbps. For shorter separation distances, the aggregated
throughput varies between 1.6 Gbps and 1.2 Gbps.
Link Orientation. Table 3.3 shows the results of this second set of experiments. In the first
column we can see the relative position of both links, while in the other three columns we see
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Figure 3.15: Spatial sharing performance with respect to separation distance.
Table 3.3: Link orientation related throughput
Orientation Left Link Right Link sum BR
1362 Mbps 1027 Mbps 2389 Mbps
954 Mbps 753 Mbps 1707 Mbps
694 Mbps 884 Mbps 1578 Mbps
785 Mbps 696 Mbps 1481 Mbps
654 Mbps 761 Mbps 1415 Mbps
588 Mbps 787 Mbps 1375 Mbps
521 Mbps 666 Mbps 1187 Mbps
the individual and the aggregated throughputs. The parallel link topology with communication
flows in the same direction is the one with highest throughput, with an aggregated data rate
of about 2.4 Gbps. This is due to the fact that the STAs do not sense each other as often as
in the other scenarios. In this case, the devices are not facing each other making a balanced
communication link with low interference and therefore low waiting times among transmissions.
However, it can be seen that the data rate is not the same for both machines, with the left
link having higher throughput due to the asymmetric beam patterns. The topology of two
horizontal links where the communication flows face each other performs the worst in terms
of aggregated throughput. This is due to the fact that the two STAs can overhear each others
transmissions frequently and thus defer their own transmissions. In between these two, we have
the rest of the cases, where depending on the amount of received power from the neighboring
nodes, the probability of deferring their own transmission changes, increasing or decreasing each
individual link throughput. The communication direction also matters. If the transmitter is the
one interfering with the neighboring link, it will interfere more often as it will send large frames,
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while the receiver will interfere less as it only sends shorter ACK frames. This effect can be seen
in the horizontal link scenario or in the vertical plus horizontal scenario.
3.3. Mobile Analysis
In the following, we analyze the impact of mobility and transient blockage on consumer-grade
60 GHz devices in indoor environments. To this end, we use the comprehensive grid measurement
set discussed in Section 3.2.4 as a baseline and compare it to the performance under mobility.
3.3.1. Experiment Design
Since we recorded the robot-assisted grid measurements under static and controlled
conditions, they reflect the optimal performance of the link at a certain location and orientation.
To ensure this, we reset the devices prior to each measurement, thus forcing them to perform a
full beamsweep and find the best possible beam pattern. In contrast, in this Section we move the
E7440 laptop at walking speed along a number of different paths on the grid while performing
the same measurements as in the static case. Naturally, the performance is lower since the
link must continuously adapt to the changing environment at each location. By comparing the
static performance at the grid intersections along which we move with the corresponding mobile
performance, we can assess the ability of the WiGig/802.11ad protocol to handle mobility. For
instance, under mobility the E7440 laptop may not always use the best beam pattern or MCS and
thus achieve suboptimal performance in terms of throughput.
We define a number of mobility paths along the grid. Figure 3.16 shows four examples of
such trajectories, out of a total dataset of 15 trajectories. The arrows indicate the orientation of
the E7440 laptop during the movement. In most cases the arrows follow the movement, such as in
Figure 3.16(a). However, we also consider other cases for which the E7440 laptop is always facing
the D5000 dock regardless of the direction of movement, such as the trajectory in Figure 3.16(b).
This allows us to assess the impact of device rotation while moving. We repeat each trajectory
at least three times to avoid measurement artifacts. Moreover, we record each trajectory both
forward and backward but always sticking to the orientation of the E7440 laptop as depicted by
the arrows in Figure 3.16. This allows us to study, for instance, whether the rate control of the
E7440 laptop adapts well to both decreasing and increasing signal quality.
3.3.2. Mobility Results
Our mobility experiments show a significant performance degradation compared to the static
case. As a first step, we average the performance of all trajectories compared to the corresponding
static measurement data. Table 3.4 gives an overview of our results. We observe that the overall
throughput in the mobile case is on average 30% lower than in the static case. At the same time,
the number of control packets increases by 31.71%. The increase of control packets are related
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Table 3.4: Measurement results: Static case compared to mobile case.
Static Mobile Difference
Throughput 790.7 Mbps 606.8 Mbps -30.29%
Num. of Control Pkts 603.3 pkts 883.6 pkts 31.71%
Num. of Data Pkts 24310.0 pkts 26780.0 pkts 9.22%
Ratio Control/Total 2.42% 3.19% 31.81%
Control Pkt Error Rate 0.02% 0.36% 94.11%
Data Pkt Error Rate 0.0004% 0.45% 99.92%
Laptop BP Changes 5.875 18.16 67.65%
Laptop BP Values 6 11.44 47.55%
D5000 BP Changes 5.5 19.05 71.13%
D5000 BP Values 5.625 12 53.13%
with the increase of beam pattern changes that are carried both by the laptop and the docking
station which on both sides have increased around 70% in number of changes and around 50%
the total number of used values. In other words, the WiGig link must invest a significant amount
of overhead into maintaining the link while moving, and still suffers a significant throughput
loss. Most interestingly, the PER before retransmissions for data traffic increases by three orders
of magnitude from virtually zero to close to 0.5%. This shows that the link suffers strong
impairments during movement, suggesting that the rate control and the beamtracking algorithms
cannot keep up with pedestrian movement. We conclude that future work must focus on mitigating
the aforementioned 30% performance drop.
As a next step, we study a number of individual trajectories to highlight particular effects
caused by mobility. For instance, in Figure 3.17 we depict a trajectory that starts in the lower-
right corner of the empty conference room and ends in front of the docking station located at
position (0, 0). Both at the beginning and at the end of the trajectory, the mobile device is roughly
pointing towards the docking station. However, at about half of the distance, the device follows a
short horizontal trajectory, and thus points in a direction which is parallel to the docking station. In
the static case, the impact of this horizontal segment is negligible. As we observe in Figure 3.17,
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Figure 3.16: Examples of movement trajectories on our measurement grid.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of a trajectory for the static and the mobile case. In the static case, we
interpolate the data between the grid locations.
packets is minimal. However, for the mobile case, we clearly see the impact of the horizontal
trajectory. The throughput drops to zero for about two seconds and, simultaneously, the number
of control packets shoots up to more than 6000 packets per second. That is, as soon as the
device enters the horizontal segment, the connection to the docking station drops due to beam
misalignment. As a result, the laptop initiates a full sector level sweep which results in the large
number of control packets that we observe in Figure 3.17. The static case suggests that the
orientation of the device does not hinder a reliable connection. Hence, this experiment shows that
the poor performance of the connection is due to the limited beam-tracking and the inefficient
beam-sweep of the device. Moreover, we observe that the 30% throughput loss in Table 3.4 is
indeed just an average. The instantaneous loss can easily reach 100% as in Figure 3.17. We
observed such outage in multiple of our mobility traces.
Figure 3.18 depicts a similar analysis to that of Figure 3.17 but focuses on the MCS.
Specifically, the black lines show the MCS index variations for three different trajectories. The
higher the MCS index, the higher the physical layer rate is. As a reference, the gray bars show
the MCS index for the static case at the grid locations along which the device moves in the
mobile case. Note that, while the bars have a certain width for readability, the value of each
bar refers to the discrete position value on the x-axis. In contrast, the black lines represent the
continuous evolution of the MCS index for the mobile case. The white diamond markers indicate
the locations at which the dock, the laptop, or both devices switch beam patterns. Figure 3.18
shows that the static case often operates at higher MCS values than the mobile case. This is
expected since beam misalignment is very frequent under mobility. For instance, when moving
along the second trajectory in Figure 3.18, the device resorts to the most robust MCS at position
five due to a suboptimal beam pattern change and does not recover until about four seconds
later when it reaches position nine. During those four seconds, the device performs frequent but
unsuccessful beam searches. In the third trajectory, MCS drops are present throughout the trace.
However, in this case, we observe that the device continuously attempts to switch back to a higher
MCS. Sometimes it succeeds for a brief interval but then immediately must fall back to lower
MCSs. We also observe that MCS changes are often correlated with beam pattern changes. This
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Figure 3.18: Evolution of the MCS index for three different trajectories. The gray bars represent
the discrete measurements of the static grid case. The white diamonds indicate beam pattern














Figure 3.19: Match of metrics in the static case compared to the mobile case. The CDF shows the
distribution of the difference of the static MCS and the mobile MCS for all of our trajectories in
Figure 3.16.
re-confirms that the impact of mobility that we analyzed at the transport layer in Figure 3.17 stems
from the fluctuations at the physical layer. Interestingly, the first trajectory in Figure 3.18 depicts
cases where the MCS chosen under mobility is slightly higher than in the static case. That is,
the continuously changing channel conditions of the mobile case can trigger the rate adaptation
mechanism to behave more aggressively than in the static case, which increases the PER.
In Figure 3.19, we perform a similar comparison as in Figure 3.18 but for all of our
trajectories. In addition to the MCS index, we also consider the beam pattern index. To this end,
we perform a piecewise constant interpolation of the static grid data to obtain a continuous MCS
and beam pattern value along each trajectory. We then compute the percentage of each trajectory
during which the static and the mobile case result in different MCS and beam pattern indexes.
In other words, we quantify how much the behavior of the devices deviates from the optimal
static behavior as a result of mobility. We observe that the difference in terms of percentage is
































Figure 3.20: Beampattern fluctuations for two trajectories. In both cases, the laptop moves along
a horizontal path, but always faces the docking station as indicated by the short arrows in the two
figures on the left.
rather high. For the MCS index, the difference of static and mobile is about 70%. While the
second trajectory in Figure 3.18 shows that for some specific cases the difference can be lower,
generally this does not hold. Moreover, the CDF in Figure 3.19 shows that the difference is
beyond two MCS index steps for half of the cases. Regarding the beam pattern index, we observe
that the laptop selects a suboptimal sector roughly 70% of the time. For the docking station,
this value increases up to about 80%. The reason for this slight difference between the laptop
and the docking station is unclear, but is likely due to the specific implementation details of the
beam-tracking and beam-searching mechanisms of these devices. While the mismatch in terms of
beam pattern index is significant, it is difficult to assess the exact impact on the communication.
Essentially, the devices only reveal the index number of the current beam pattern, but not to which
beamshape each index number refers to. From our measurements, we concluded that successive
index values do not translate into adjacent beam patterns. Even if the index numbers of the mobile
and static cases do not match, the beam patterns might be similar. Still, the poor results in terms
of throughput (c.f. Figure 3.17) and physical layer rate (c.f. Figure 3.18) suggest that this is not
the case.
Finally, Figure 3.20 depicts a more detailed analysis of beampattern selection. We consider
two trajectories (a) and (b), as in the left part of the figure. Both are horizontal, but (a) follows
y = 1.6 m while in (b) the laptop is further away at y = 4 m. Moreover, the laptop is facing
the docking station in both trajectories, as the arrows in Figure 3.20 indicate. We consider two
metrics, namely, how often the beam pattern changes during each trajectory, and how many
different beam patterns does a device use during each trajectory. Note that the former can be
very large even if the latter is very small in case a device is continuously fluctuating between a
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few beam patterns only. Figure 3.20 shows that the number of beam pattern changes is roughly
similar for both trajectories. However, the number of beam patterns among which the device
fluctuates is smaller for (a) than for (b). The reason is that the devices are closer to each other in
case (a), and thus experience a higher SNR. Basic mobility mechanisms typically trigger a beam
retraining when the SNR falls below a certain threshold. As expected, this happens less often for
(a) than for (b). In case (a), the devices can communicate even if the main lobes of the chosen
beam patterns are not pointing to each other due to the significant sidelobes of practical beam
patterns. Thus, we conclude that sidelobes can be beneficial to deal with mobility since they may
enable communication even in case of suboptimal beamsteering.
3.3.3. Multiple Antenna Arrays
Existing consumer-grade 60 GHz devices typically feature a single antenna array. For
instance, both the Dell D5000 dock and the TP-Link Talon AD7200 have one antenna array facing
forward and covering roughly 120◦. This inherently limits the coverage area of the devices and
may cause significant performance degradation under mobility. For instance, a device moving on
trajectory (a) in Figure 3.16 suffers poor performance or even link loss (c.f. Figure 3.17) when
traveling along the x-axis, that is, in parallel to the docking station. A natural solution to this issue
is using two or more antenna arrays per device. In our above example, if the E7440 laptop were
equipped with an antenna array facing sideways, it could switch to that array while moving along
the x-axis, as depicted for trajectory (b) in Figure 3.16.
In this experiment, we emulate such additional antenna arrays on the E7440 laptop. To this
end, we combine multiple measurements of the same trajectory with different device orientations.
While this approach does not fully account for the antenna switching overhead, it provides a
rough estimate of the benefit of using multiple antenna arrays in a device. Table 3.5 shows a
comparison of the average performance for a device with two antenna arrays compared to the
single array case. We observe that throughput increases on average 13.68% while the ratio of
control packets to data packets decreases by 12.3%. This clearly shows that additional arrays can
provide a significant benefit. Since the overall link quality is better, the PER for both control and
data packets decreases, too. The difference in the case of control packets is only 10% because
such traffic is transmitted at the most robust MCS defined in IEEE 802.11ad. However, for data
packets, which are transmitted at higher MCSs, the PER decreases on average 56.64%. Table 3.5
also shows that MCS and beam pattern selection are more stable with two arrays. Essentially,
using a second array facing sideways prevents low link quality and thus avoids that the rate and
steering control algorithms cause unnecessary fluctuations.
In Table 3.6, we extend our analysis to up to eight arrays. We use random trajectories that
may include areas with no coverage. As a result, the throughput values in Table 3.6 are lower
than in Table 3.5. The icons show the relative placement of the antennas. As expected, the higher
the number of antennas, the higher is the throughput. However, we observe that the antenna
placement does play a significant role. For instance, placing a second antenna on the left side of
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Table 3.5: Performance for multiple antenna arrays on trajectories of Figure 3.16.
One Array Two Arrays Difference
Throughput 651.5 Mbps 740.65 Mbps 13.68%
# Control Pkt 827.9 pkts 733.6 pkts -11.40%
# Data Pkt 25805.0 pkts 26217.5 pkts 1.60%
Ratio Control/Total 3.10% 2.72% -12.30%
Control Pkt Error Rate 0.22% 0.20% -10.00%
Data Pkt Error Rate 0.61% 0.26% -56.64%
MCS Changes 19.5 18 -7.26%
Laptop BP Changes 18.25 17 -7.00%
D5000 BP Changes 20.25 18.16 -11.00%
Table 3.6: Average throughput/outage up to eight arrays on random trajectories.
Throughput [Mbps] 128 307 360 250 481 586
Outage [%] 79% 54% 48% 60% 33% 18%
the device results in better throughput than placing it on the right side. This is due to the case of
the laptop that we use as a client. The case shadows the left side but does not block the right side.
Thus, adding a second array on the left side is more beneficial. We observe an equivalent effect
for outage.
3.3.4. Link Robustness
Our area-wide static measurement results in Figure 3.14 show that the E7440 laptop is not
able to connect to the D5000 dock in a significant number of locations. Interestingly, during our
mobile measurements we observe that the E7440 laptop stays connected at those locations if it
associated to the D5000 dock while in one of covered areas in Figure 3.14. The underlying reason
is that the devices use wide beam patterns during device discovery, and thus their discovery range
is smaller than their communication range. In other words, devices can maintain a connection
when moving into some of the light areas in Figure 3.14 because the beam patterns used for
communication are more directional than the ones used for device discovery. To investigate this
effect, we measure the throughput for three trajectories along the x-axis of our measurement grid.
Specifically, our trajectories follow the line y = 5 meters, and each of them considers one out
of three device orientations as seen in Figure 3.21. The three orientations of the E7440 laptop
are as follows: facing the D5000 dock, facing left, and facing right. We then compare our result
to the throughput that we measure in the static case (c.f. Section 3.2.4), for which we reset the
connection prior to each measurement and are thus limited by the discovery range of the D5000
dock. Figure 3.21 shows our results. As expected, for the static case the laptop cannot connect to
the dock at the edges of the trajectory for all three orientations. In contrast, for the mobile case
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Figure 3.21: Horizontal Movement. The short arrows represent the orientation of the laptop while
the long arrow represents its movement.
facing the dock, the laptop achieves a throughput of at least 500 Mbps at all locations. For the
other orientations, the throughput of the mobile case decreases to zero at the locations where the
dock is outside the 120◦ coverage area of the laptop.
3.3.5. Transient Blockage
In our last experiment, we consider a transient blockage scenario. To this end, we place the
laptop and the dock at a distance of three meters and interrupt the link with a continuously moving
obstacle. That is, the obstacle enters and leaves the LOS path without stopping at any time. We
repeat the experiment for multiple speeds to study the impact of the blockage duration on how the
nodes adjust their beam patterns to cope with blockage.
As soon as the robot enters the LOS path, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver
drops. As a result, the nodes test different beam pattern combinations to try to avoid the
obstacle. Since the obstacle moves continuously, the beam adaptation process is typically in
vain—a working beam pattern combination quickly becomes sub-optimal as the robot continues
its movement. Figure 3.22(a) shows the duration of this process. As expected, the process is
shorter the faster the robot moves since it spends less time blocking the LOS path. However, the
length of the beam adaptation process is not necessarily related to the number of beam pattern
combinations that the nodes test, as shown in Figure 3.22(b). In particular, when the robot
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(a) Duration of beam pattern adaptation.



























(b) Number of beam tests during blockage
Figure 3.22: Transient blockage study.
moves at 0.05 m/s, the nodes test less beam patterns than at 0.1 m/s. This is likely because
the SNR variations as the robot moves through the link are smoother, and thus the beam steering
algorithm sets in less often. As speed increases, initially we observe the aforementioned increase
in the number of tested beam patterns but then again a decrease. The latter is expected since the
nodes simply have less time to test beams as the blockage becomes shorter. We also analyzed
whether the beam patterns before and after the blockage match. Interestingly, this only happened
in roughly 50% of our experiments, with no clear relation to the robot speed. This shows that a
transient link blockage may induce a long-term sub-optimal beam alignment on a 60 GHz link,
thus having a significant impact on performance.
3.4. Aerial Communications
There is now a growing interest in the use of mmWave frequencies for aerial to ground
communication. These mmWave links to drones can, for example, be valuable for disaster
recovery as well as environmental 3D and other high-data rate mapping uses [56, 57]. These
drones can also give the opportunity of relaying wireless signals into very dense and crowded
areas, needing coverage for an specific point in time [63]. A high level analysis of mmWave
UAVs cellular networks is provided in [64]. The authors study different challenges and solutions
such as beam training and tracking, the importance of the Doppler effect, spatial reuse and signal
blockage. Khawaja et al. [65,66] studied the temporal and spatial characteristics of air-to-ground
mmWave propagation channels.
Our interest in mmWave COTS devices is that they can provide low-cost, mass produced radio
hardware for consumer drones. In addition, due to the production volumes, the devices benefit
from much smaller form factors and payload. In this section, we conduct a series of experiments
to obtain some early insights into the feasibility of ground-to-air communication based on COTS
devices. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first practical measurements study with drones
using COTS mmWave devices.





Figure 3.23: Aerial communications testbed setup: ground station (client) with the display lid at
45◦ inclination, and a flying station (AP) attached to the DJI MATRICE 600 PRO drone.
3.4.1. Experimental Setup
We perform measurements with two IEEE 802.11ad laptops, having one laptop on the ground
and one mounted on a drone. We create a TCP connection between these devices and analyze the
achievable bitrate, as well as the chosen MCS and the selected beam pattern. The aerial node was
set to AP mode and the ground station to client mode. The transmission is downlink, where the
aerial node sends TCP traffic to the ground node. In order to configure the mode in each laptop
we used the wpa supplicant service, and to create the TCP traffic we used iPerf.
The laptop on the ground was left with the lid half-open – at 45 degrees inclination – to
maximize the communication range of the antenna array into the field. The laptop mounted on
the drone was left completely closed, with the antenna array pointing downwards, parallel to the
ground, in order to maximize the coverage area. Figure 3.23 shows the equipment placement.
To characterize the drone-to-ground communication and see what link ranges can be achieved
with mmWave COTS radios, we carry out the measurement campaigns depicted in Figure 3.24,
which are:
Vertical: In this test, we study the vertical limit of a mmWave aerial link flying
directly over a ground AP (see Figure 3.24(a)). With this test we can obtain the maximum
height an aerial mmWave link can obtain on top of a user.
45◦ elevation: In our setup, to expand the communication range, the aerial relay
should be placed at a 45◦ elevation angle with respect to the ground station. This
45◦ elevation angle represents the maximum steering angle from the flying station,
corresponding to the 90◦ cone that a phased antenna array can cover with the most effective
beam patterns, as it is placed parallel to the ground. In this test, we study how far a mobile
node can maintain the mmWave link at this angular distance (see Figure 3.24(b)).
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3D distance: In this test, we measure the signal quality against the effective 3D
distance. We test this approach for vertical heights of 3, 6, 9 and 12 meters (see
Figure 3.24(c)). This way we can find out how far a drone can fly without loosing
connection for those specific drone heights.
Wind: We emulated wind by forcing the drone into minimal displacements towards
different directions as seen in Figure 3.24(d). We make the drone vibrate in three
independent scenarios with average speeds of 1.75, 0.50 and 0.81 meters per second,
having peak movements up to 4.15, 3.19 and 2.34 meters per second, respectively (see
Figure 3.24(e)). We compare this results with respect to regular wind conditions, where the
drone does not shake.
For the first three scenarios, the drone is flown with a constant speed of 3 meters per second
until the link breaks.
(a) Vertical. (b) 45◦ elevation. (c) 3D distance.
(d) Wind.
































(e) Wind emulation speed
Figure 3.24: Experimental setup.
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3.4.2. Results
The results from the vertical study are reported in Figure 3.25. We observe that the maximum
link height is around 31 meters. For the first 20 meters, the communication throughput is mostly
stable with rates of 1700 Mbps. Beyond this distance, the bitrate gradually decreases until
reaching zero at 33 meters vertical distance. Figure 3.25(b) shows the beam pattern index selected
during the test by the aerial node and the ground station. As the traffic is downlink, it can be seen
how the drone varies from different beam patterns more often, while the ground station, which
only needs to transmit acknowledgment frames, only changes its beam pattern three times. As the
acknowledgment transmission uses a lower MCS that the data transmission, lower SNR values
are needed, making the beam patterns to be valid for longer times, with out having the need of
training for better ones.
The results of the 45◦ elevation study are depicted in Figure 3.26. The maximum link distance
achieved for this scenario is also about 31 meters. The communication rate is stable up to the
distance of 25 meters, where the utilized MCS index is 8, going up to 10 in between 4 and




















































(a) Bitrate & MCS.


























































(b) Beam Pattern Selection.
Figure 3.25: Vertical study analysis.
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(b) Beam Pattern Selection.
Figure 3.26: 45◦ elevation study analysis.
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Figure 3.27: 3D distance study analysis: Bitrate & MCS results.
10 meters. When the drone flies beyond 25 meters, the rate and the MCS index go down rather
abruptly. The beam pattern selection can be observed in Figure 3.26(b). We note that even
though the relative angle among both stations is fixed, the drone performs several beam pattern
changes during the measurement, oscillating between two main patterns–due to poor beam pattern
selection mechanism and slight misalignments during the drone trajectory. In contrast, the ground
station never changes its beam pattern, as explained above.
Results from the 3D distance study are reported in Figures 3.27 and 3.28, in the first showing
the achieved bitrate and MCS and in the second the utilized beam pattern indexes. As expected,
the drone achieves longer link distances when it flies higher, as it can serve wider areas with
the use of the same beam patterns, due to the directional behavior of the antenna array, which
is placed horizontally. Additionally, it can be seen that for higher drone positions, the link rate
varies more, as the total distance between both stations increases. The maximum link distances
depicted in these tests are equal to 14, 16.5, 22 and 24 meters for heights equal to 3, 6, 9 and
12 meters, respectively. We note that the ground station uses a set of very few beam patterns for
all heights, while the beam configuration on the drone varies a lot. These variations of the drone
beam pattern selection might be due to slight misalignments during the drone flight as well as
poor beam pattern selection mechanism.
As the mmWave radios that we are using for this evaluation are regular laptops, their codebook
is not optimized for 3D beamsteering. Once this is optimized, the communication range would
be enlarged and we would see how for different angles the stations would choose different beam
patterns, differently to what we see in our results, where stations jump between several beam
patterns for non-related angles.
Figure 3.24(e) shows the speed of the drone versus time for each of the wind emulation
measurements. Here we observe how the total magnitude of the drone movement was for each
of the time intervals of the measurement. We report in Figure 3.29 the results related to the wind
emulation. Here we observe the achieved bitrate versus time with a time precision of 0.1 seconds.
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(a) Height = 3m.
























(b) Height = 6m.
























(c) Height = 9m.
























(d) Height = 12m.














































(b) 1.75 m/s shakes.






















(c) 0.50 m/s shakes.






















(d) 0.81 m/s shakes.
Figure 3.29: Wind emulation bitrate with respect to time. In (a) we can observe the rate achieved
without emulating strong wind while in (b), (c) and (d) we can see 3 examples of strong wind
emulation with average throughputs of 1000, 933 and 884 Mbps and standard deviation equal to
595, 467 and 443 Mbps. The speed versus time for each of the cases can be seen in Figure 3.24(e).
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First, we recorded an example of standard wind characterization in Subfigure 3.29(a), where the
drone was flying in a static point. With normal wind conditions, the drone was shaking with
an average speed of 0.01 meters per second. With this steadiness, the link was able to provide
a constant flow of data with small variability: an average bitrate of 1600 Mbps and standard
deviation of 70 Mbps was measured in that specific location. Figures 3.29(b), 3.29(c) and 3.29(d)
show three different examples of high wind emulation, corresponding with the speeds seen in the
subplots (b), (c) and (d) from Figure 3.24(e). In here, we shake the drone with average speeds
of 1.75, 0.81, and 0.50 meters per second, respectively, having peak movements up to 4.15, 3.19
and 2.34 meters per second. We determine the effect of the vibrations on the beam misalignment
and the resulting rate degradation. Nevertheless, even though the standard deviation is high (595,
467 and 443 Mbps) for each of the cases, the system still achieves a good average throughput of
1000, 933 and 884 Mbps, respectively.
On average, the wind emulation reduces the throughput of the link by 40%, which means that
the link is still capable of transmitting high speed data despite its high variability.
3.5. Discussion
We use two methodologies that allow us to gain new fundamental insights into the operation
of 60 GHz networks, and which make our results stand apart from related work. First, we analyze
commercial 60 GHz devices with the VubIQ system to understand their behavior at the physical
layer. Second, we use a robot-assisted technique to obtain a first-of-its-kind coverage map of such
consumer-grade devices. This allows us to obtain a large trace dataset that captures the behavior of
60 GHz networks. Most importantly, we partially reverse-engineer the Wilocity Monitor Service
to obtain unprecedented access to a firmware interface of the Wil6100 card. We use the resulting
traces to draw general conclusions, in contrast to existing work, which mainly focuses on specific
use cases. Next, we discuss the insights that we gain from the above methodologies and derive
design principles for the development of 60 GHz networks.
Antenna patterns. We observe that the antenna patterns of consumer-grade 60 GHz devices
not only exhibit significant side lobes due to a cost-effective design but also very much depend
on the specific location of the antenna array on the device. This partly invalidates current
assumptions regarding channel access at the MAC layer—in scenarios where devices with certain
beam patterns do not interfere, others may cause collisions. As a design principle, we derive that
60 GHz networks should implement multiple MAC behaviors and choose the one which is most
suitable for the beam patterns of the individual devices in the network. Also, devices should use
more directional beam patterns, since current implementations do not exploit the gains that these
antenna arrays can achieve. In order to do so, manufacturers may need to redesign the shape and
placement of the antenna array within the device. At the same time, having these COTS 60 GHz
devices implementing so wide patterns enables these first-of-a-class devices to have a robust link
without requiring very accurate beamtraining or realignment in case of mobility. However, this
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may need to be reconsidered in future hardware generations. Devices will perform poorly in case
of multiple parallel links if they are not able to synthesize narrower beam patterns, generating
interference and reducing spatial reuse.
Reflections. We show that 60 GHz signals may cause interference even after reflecting twice
off walls. As a result, MAC layer designs which exploit the sparsity of 60 GHz signals to
increase spatial reuse may incur unexpected collisions. Such designs are often based on geometric
principles, that is, the beam pattern and range of a node define its area of interference. As a design
principle, we derive that such protocols should extend this geometric approach to include up to
two signal reflections off walls or obstacles, as we see from our measurements that these second
order reflections can still be strong. Also, it is possible to take advantage of these reflections for
user localization.
Interference and spatial reuse. We observe significant interference in scenarios with two or
more 60 GHz links, even in cases for which the parallel operation of the links should be feasible.
This also includes interference via reflectors. As a result, spatial reuse drops dramatically in the
systems that we analyze. The underlying reason is that devices need to carrier sense each other,
leading to backoff and increasing the channel idle time. Orientation of links also have a strong
impact on this spatial reuse. As a design principle, we derive that more directional patterns should
be used to improve spatial reuse, as well as implementing medium access control approaches that
take this into account and are thus more efficient than traditional carrier sensing.
Aggregation. Our analysis reveals that 60 GHz aggregation provides large throughput gains
at much smaller timescales than legacy systems. For instance, while IEEE 802.11ac achieves a
2× gain with a frame length of 8 ms (c.f. Table 1 in [61]), IEEE 802.11ad achieves a 5.4× gain by
aggregating only up to 25 µs due to its very high data rates. Hence, the impact of aggregation on
delay is much smaller for IEEE 802.11ad, while reducing dramatically channel usage time. As a
design principle, we derive that the frame length should not only depend on the desired throughput
and delay, but also on how many nodes share the medium. If many nodes share it due to, e.g.,
wide beam patterns, a higher aggregation level helps to provide channel time for all nodes.
Range. We show that the range of 60 GHz links often varies significantly between
experiments (c.f. Figure 3.7(b)) due to, e.g., differences in temperature and humidity. As a design
principle, we derive that devices may need to adjust their transmit power to control interference
even in quasi-static scenarios, such as wireless backhaul networks. Performing power control will
also lead to energy savings when the links are close to each other.
Coverage. Although 60 GHz communication experiences less multi-path effects than
2.4 GHz or 5 GHz communication, our area-wide measurements reveal that coverage cannot
be modeled based on geometric principles only. Even in an empty room, we do not observe a
cone of coverage as often suggested in earlier work. The underlying reasons are (a) the irregular
beam patterns of consumer-grade 60 GHz hardware, and (b) the impact of antenna placement. For
instance, the antenna of the D5000 dock is located at the right side of the device case. As a result,
in Section 3.2.4 we observe that the left part of Figure 3.14 tends to suffer from less coverage than
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the right part. This suggests partial shadowing due to the device case. The same issue would arise
with external adapters (e.g., IEEE 802.11ad USB dongles), since their orientation would also be
critical for coverage. Thus, we conclude that coverage models for 60 GHz networks must not
only take into account the room geometry and obstacles, but also the physical characteristics of
the transmitter and the receiver. This means that the AP placement and orientation play a very
important role for such 60 GHz wireless networks. Placing APs on a wall or in a corner instead
of in the middle of the room may result in better performance due to the placement of the antenna
array in current devices and their difficulty for beam steering into extreme angles. Placing an AP
in the center of a room requires full 3D beam steering in azimuth and elevation angle, whereas
current phased arrays typically have limited steerability particularly for the elevation angle.
Mobility. The performance gap in terms of the impact of indoor mobility on throughput is on
average 30% for IEEE 802.11ad and traffic below 1 Gbps. Beyond beam pattern misalignments,
the underlying reasons include MCS fluctuations, higher PER, and 30% higher control traffic
overhead. While our setup does not allow us to infer how this performance gap behaves beyond
1 Gbps due to the use of Gigabit Ethernet, we expect it to be more pronounced, requiring the
development of faster beamtracking techniques, such as the one in [49].
Multiple antenna arrays. Our coverage analysis shows that existing 60 GHz devices radiate
energy in unexpected directions, such as backwards or sideways. However, connections in such
directions are strongly impaired and may often cause significant harm due to strong MCS and
beam pattern fluctuations. Hence, even if transferring communication to a second antenna array
on the device involves a certain overhead and is not strictly necessary, we expect it to pay off.
Moreover, since the device already has significant information regarding the angle at which its
communication partner is located, a full beamtraining is unnecessary. Also, manufacturers should
take this into account when designing their devices, as the antenna placement and the number of
antennas plays an important role in terms of performance.
Discovery range. We observe that the discovery and communication ranges of the Dell
docking station system differ significantly. This suggests that the dock and the laptop use quasi-
omni directional beam patterns during the discovery phase to keep beamtraining overhead to
a minimum, and directional beam patterns during the data communication phase to improve
performance. The IEEE 802.11ad standard recommends such quasi-omni beamtraining for
efficiency. Instead of requiring each side to perform a full beam sweep for each of the sectors
of the other side, the standard allows one side to remain in quasi-omni mode during the sweep.
The process is repeated for each side, which means that beamtraining only requires two full
beam sweeps. A natural limitation of this approach is that nodes cannot perform beamtraining
if both nodes need to use a directional beam pattern to be in range. To achieve both efficient
beamtraining and large discovery range, future work should focus on more efficient beam
sweeping. For instance, nodes could perform partial sweeps based on the expected location of
their communication partner, or they could leverage signals received via side-lobes. Given the
strong side lobes of consumer-grade 60 GHz antennas that we observe in Section 3.2.2, the latter
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is a highly promising approach for practical network deployments.
Drone Communications. We show the feasibility of using drones as mmWave relays. Being
this, for the best of our knowledge, the first work with COTS 60 GHz radios mounted on drones,
we demonstrate that this application is indeed possible and very promising for future cellular
applications. Even though the link range is still limited (up to 24 meters extension for our
experimental results) our aerial links look promising. Also, the limited range achieved in this
work should improve with next-generation mmWave radios, as the ones that we used for this study
are the first-commercial IEEE 802.11ad radios to be in the market and, as shown before, these
COTS systems still have room for improvement. We show that for the measured static position
with low-wind conditions, the achieved TCP throughput is stable with an average throughput of
1600 Mbps, making this drone relays a perfect candidate for cellular mmWave micro cells as well
as for applications such as natural disaster link recoveries or High-Definition video streaming
for disaster mapping. However, when emulating high wind conditions the achieved throughput
varies a lot, making this drone relays not optimum for low-jitter applications such as the previous
mentioned High-Definition video streaming for disaster mapping, as the wireless link could cause
some jitter and delays on the video transmission. However, it would still be valid for next-
generation cellular micro cells, as the throughput is still large for user applications that only
need regular Internet access where the delays on the link are not so critical.
Overall, we can conclude that this technology, still being in an early stage, is going to make
a big difference in future wireless deployments. We have seen how these devices perform great
in short range indoor communications as well as in outdoor aerial links. The directivity and the
throughput that these devices achieve, still being far from what theoretical models promised years
ago, is a great upgrade with respect to previous wireless systems in the market. Next-generation
devices will provide better beamforming capabilities which will help to achieve longer link
distances and more efficient spatial reuse, improving these devices into higher performance COTS
systems. The current status of this technology, together with the advancements that manufacturers
will provide in future revisions of the hardware, will give to the users the possibility of having
multi-gigabit per second wireless rates while achieving nearly to zero interferences.
Chapter 4
Range Boost
As previously discussed, 60 GHz network deployments are focused on short-range
communications. The range of 60 GHz networks depends on a number of factors, such as
the directivity of the antenna and the allowed transmission power. Our measurements from
Section 3.2.1 reveals maximum link distances of 17 meters (i.e. Figure 3.7(b)). In other works,
the general consensus is that the range of 60 GHz networks in LOS conditions is between 10 to
15 meters [25, 28, 33, 34]. In isolated cases, ranges of up to 25 meters are feasible. Such outliers
may be due to, e.g., dry environments in which water absorption is limited.
Given the limited range in the standard case, extending the link length is highly interesting as
there will be cases where the users will need longer link distances, not being able to maintain
connectivity. For such cases, 60 GHz networks may need to fall back to legacy ISM IEEE
802.11 using Fast Session Transfer (FST). FST consists of the process where IEEE 802.11ad
devices decide to fall back from the 60 GHz band to the 2.4 or 5 GHz band due to poor channel
characteristics [20]. This has a disastrous impact on throughput since such legacy networks are
orders of magnitude slower than IEEE 802.11ad. Otherwise, 60 GHz networks must resort to
relays as included in the IEEE 802.11ad amendment [20]. These relays have been demonstrated
in [67,68] and have been widely researched in terms of cross-layer modeling. For example, Singh
et al. [69] propose a cross-layer modeling methodology and novel multihop MAC architecture
for efficient 60 GHz wireless transmissions. Qiao et al. [70] proposes an algorithm to exploit the
spatial capacity of mmWave with a concurrent transmission scheme for multihop networks.
In order to avoid the use of relays, in this chapter we propose the application of different
frequency selective techniques to extend the range of 60 GHz communications. In order to do
so, we measure real-world indoor 60 GHz band channels and study their behavior as distance
increases. We focus on the channels defined in the IEEE 802.11ad standard, that is, each channel
has a bandwidth of 2.16 GHz. Moreover, we consider the OFDM parameters as in the standard.
We also study both the practical performance for the case of horn antennas, as well as for
phased antenna arrays in our testbed. Our results show that, indeed, channels exhibit frequency
selectivity. Based on this, we compare the standard operation of 60 GHz networks with techniques
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that do take into account this frequency selectivity.
We can summarize the contributions of this chapter as:
We measure real-world 60 GHz indoor channels, showing that they do exhibit
significant frequency selectivity.
We show that frequency selectivity becomes stronger the longer the link, or the wider
the beampattern, since for both cases reflections become more likely.
We analyze how schemes that exploit frequency selectivity can extend the range of a
link by up to 50%.
We demonstrate that the above techniques can also exploit frequency selectivity to
save up to 7 dB transmit power.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 gives an overview on exploiting frequency
selectivity, introducing the techniques and metrics that we use in this chapter. Section 4.2 provides
details on the tested setups as well as the channel characterization. In Section 4.3 we present
our results and analysis for range extension and energy savings, as well as we validate these
mechanism with the use of an antenna array. Finally, in Section 4.4 we discuss the insights that
we gain from our results.
4.1. Exploiting Frequency Selectivity
Typical communication systems use the same MCS for the whole channel indistinctly of
the different channel conditions that can be along the channel bandwidth. What this means is
that when the link suffers from frequency selectivity, the global performance of the connection
decreases. Even though only some fraction of the channel experiences low SNR values, the
rest of the channel has to adapt and lower their MCS in order to have all the frequency carriers
working under the same conditions, decreasing the global performance of the system. In the same
way, existing 60 GHz wireless networks ignore frequency selectivity. Most implementations
use single-carrier schemes as defined in WiGig [19] and the IEEE 802.11ad amendment [20].
This means that each physical layer symbol spreads over the entire 2 GHz channel bandwidth,
regardless of potential variations of the channel in the frequency domain. While the standard also
allows for OFDM, all subcarriers are treated equally in terms of MCS thus not taking into account
frequency selectivity.
Since nodes must use highly directive antennas to overcome the high path loss at those
frequencies, reflections are expected to be rare and thus frequency selectivity should be limited. In
other words, due to the lack of a rich multi-path environment as in systems using omni-directional
antennas, channels should be flat. However, 60 GHz channels often behave differently as shown
in Chapter 3, where antenna beam patterns are not as pencil-shaped as theory typically assumes
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or indoor environments feature a significant number of reflections. Hence, the signal is likely
to reach the receiver not only via the LOS path but also via reflections. While the number of
reflections is much lower compared to lower frequency systems, frequency selectivity occurs to
a certain degree in mmWave systems [42]. Related work shows that this directionality plays a
fundamental role regarding channel characteristics as using directional antennas reduces multi-
path effects [35]. However, for short strong links, this does not play a significant role. In most
cases, the difference in terms of power between the weakest and strongest subcarrier is limited.
Thus, the complexity of techniques that take into account frequency selectivity (e.g., bitloading,
waterfilling, or subcarrier switch-off) does not pay off. However, such techniques are beneficial
for weak, long links. As channel quality worsens with distance, some subcarriers may not be
able to sustain communication while others can still operate. According to the current design of
60 GHz networks, this would break the link entirely.
The above behavior points to the following symbiosis. While techniques exploiting frequency
selectivity only provide limited benefit for short links, for which 60 GHz networks anyhow
provide very large throughput, such techniques can improve performance significantly for long
links, which is precisely where 60 GHz networks have strong limitations. However, for these
short links we can take advantage of these techniques in order to obtain power savings of up to
7 dB while in the case of weak long links we are able of extending their range for around 50% of
their maximum link distance.
4.1.1. Compared Techniques
We consider an IEEE 802.11ad network using OFDM as defined in the standard. Thus, nodes
occupy a bandwidth of 2.640 GHz using 512 subcarrier in total. Out of those, 336 subcarriers
transport data, 16 are pilots, and the rest is nulled, using 1.88 GHz out of the channel bandwidth
of 2.640 GHz [20]. Each subcarrier has a bandwidth of roughly 5.15 MHz. The compared
techniques that we use in this piece of work are:
Baseline. In IEEE 802.11ad, the transmitter uses the same MCS with even energy distribution for
all subcarriers. We use this baseline to asses the performance of the different techniques exploiting
frequency selectivity. It is the standard technique to have a communication link between devices,
but its robustness is limited. If a link has one or more weak subcarriers, those subcarriers force all
other subcarriers to use a lower modulation and coding scheme, resulting in poor performance.
Subcarrier Switch-Off. This mechanism is based on using only powerful sub-carriers in
order to achieve a high communication rate, not using the subcarriers that experience poor
channel conditions [71–73]. Specifically, our implementation of subcarrier switch-off selects the
combination of subcarriers and MCS value which maximizes throughput. That is, we do not just
switch-off subcarriers that are not able to transmit data even at the lowest MCS, but also switch
off the ones which could transmit data but would limit the overall performance. Similarly to our
baseline, all subcarriers use the same MCS.
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Bit Loading. OFDM systems that support bit loading can use a different MCS value for each
subcarrier. As a result, subcarriers with a high SNR are mapped to high MCS values, while the
ones with low SNR are mapped to low MCS values. In contrast to subcarrier switch-off, all usable
subcarriers are used.
Waterfilling. OFDM implementations typically send the same amount of power uniformly across
all subcarriers. Power loading allows transmitters to distribute the transmit power unevenly among
subcarriers, such as in water-filling [74–76]. Hence, the transmitter can, for instance, allocate
more power to poor subcarriers to mitigate deep fades [77,78]. In contrast, waterfilling distributes
the power according to the channel response in order to maximize the spectral efficiency of the
system. This means that waterfilling allocates more power to subcarriers which are less noisy,
and less power to subcarriers which anyhow have a low SNR. Such an approach only is beneficial
if combined with bit loading or subcarrier switch-off, since otherwise the subcarriers with low
SNR would limit the performance of the system. In our case, we use waterfilling along with bit
loading. As a result, the best subcarriers can transmit data using very high MCS values. We
expect waterfilling to perform best out of all our techniques.
4.1.2. Metrics
In our evaluation, we obtain the per-subcarrier SNR that we can achieve for each of the
techniques in Section 4.1.1. While this already provides an intuition of the performance of each
technique, the actual gain only becomes evident in terms of throughput. Related work often
approximates throughput simply using the well-known Shannon-Hartley theorem, which provides
the capacity C of the link based on its SNR and bandwidth B as C = B · log2(1 + SNR).
However, this does not take into account the threshold effects that result from using a discrete set
of modulation schemes or coding rates. In order to take this into account, we use two metrics:
Non-Coded Bitrate. We call ‘non-coded bitrate’ the throughput that results from rounding down
the spectral efficiency of each subcarrier to the spectral efficiency of the next-lowest MCS. For
instance, if we obtain a spectral efficiency value of 3.2 bits/s/Hz for a certain subcarrier, we round
it down to 2 bits/s/Hz since it is the next-lowest power of two. This would correspond to using 4-
QAM on that subcarrier. When computing the non-coded bitrate, we consider modulation values
up to 64-QAM, which is the highest modulation defined in the IEEE 802.11ad amendment [20].
Since this metric does not take into account channel coding, it allows us to study the impact of
the MCS thresholds only. These thresholds often determine the gain of a technique compared to
our baseline even if a technique provides an SNR improvement, the gain may be zero if it is not
enough to reach the next MCS.
Coded Bitrate. Our second metric is the so-called ‘coded bitrate’, which takes into account
both the specific modulation and the coding values as defined in IEEE 802.11ad. Essentially,
the standard defines a guideline regarding which MCS to use for which SNR. This allows us to
convert the SNR directly into the actual data rate at the physical layer, taking into account all the
details defined in the standard such as the overhead due to headers and preambles. Compared to
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our first metric, the coded bitrate results in lower throughput values due to the impact of coding.
This impact is particularly strong for weak subcarriers, since IEEE 802.11ad resorts to codes
with high redundancy to overcome the channel impairments. Conversely, the impact on strong
subcarriers is relatively low.
4.2. Evaluation of Channel Characterization
In the following, we study the performance of the techniques presented in Section 4.1 in
practice. First, we describe our testbed, we then show the feasibility of these techniques for
60 GHz networks and then finally discuss our results.
4.2.1. Testbed Setup
We use a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) X310 Software Defined Radios
(SDRs) to generate the baseband signal at the transmitter, and an other one as the receiver to
decode the received signal. As the USRP daughterboards do not allow mmWave transmission
or reception, we use the Sivers IMA FC1005V/00 converters to do the mixing of the baseband
signal into the 60 GHz channel, both at the transmitter and receiver. In order to control and run
the measurements we use a server machine with GNUradio connected to both USRPs. For the
bulk of our experiments, we use 20◦ horn antennas with a gain of 25 dB for both transmission and
reception. A schematic of our testbed setup can be seen in Figure 4.1. However, we also compare
our results to the performance achieved with a practical phased antenna array in Section 4.3.3.
Since our USRPs generate a signal at -18 dBm, we set the gain of the converter to 20 dB
such that overall we comply to the maximum Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP)
as regulated by the US and EU authorities. Due to the limited bandwidth of the USRP
daughterboards, we cannot capture the entire bandwidth of an IEEE 802.11ad channel at once.
Thus, we scan one subcarrier at a time. To avoid channel variations while we scan the channel, we
perform all experiments in controlled environments. In Section 4.2.2 we validate that the channel
is actually static across multiple measurements, as well as inspect how frequency selective the
Figure 4.1: Setup. Server controls the Rx and Tx SDRs connected to the 60 GHz converters.
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Table 4.1: Evaluation Scenarios
Width Length Measured distances
Empty Room 6 m 18 m d ∈ [2.5, 5, 10, 15] m
Lab 6 m 18 m d ∈ [2.5, 5, 8.7, 11] m
Corridor 2.5 m 25 m d ∈ [2.5, 6, 9, 15] m
channel is. We measure the impact of frequency selectivity in three different scenarios, namely,
a corridor, a lab, and an empty room. Table 4.1 provides an overview of their dimensions. We
expect these scenarios to provide very different propagation environments. The small dimensions
of the corridor should benefit reflections off walls. In the lab, walls should play a much less
important role but reflections from furniture should be high. Finally, in the empty hall we
expect only few reflections. Due to the arrangement of each of the locations, we cannot perform
measurements at exactly the same distances in all three locations. For instance, in the lab we are
limited by the fixed layout of the tables. Table 4.1 also contains the measured distance-positions
for each of the setups.
To characterize the channel, we transmit a probe signal with a duration of three seconds
for each subcarrier. Once the measurement finishes, we combine all subcarriers to obtain the
channel response of the entire channel bandwidth. Without loss of generality, we consider the
third channel defined in the IEEE 802.11ad standard, which goes from 61.56 GHz to 63.72 GHz.
Based on our measurements, we obtain the SNR for each subcarrier, which is the input that we
need for the frequency selective techniques that we study. Next, we compute the metrics described
in Section 4.1.2. For our first metric, we choose the modulation of each subcarrier such that we
do not exceed a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 2.4%. This is in accordance to widespread methods for
determining the sensitivity of a device. We then add up the rate of each subcarrier to obtain the
total link capacity. For our second metric, we select the MCS for each subcarrier based on the
measured SNR.
4.2.2. Channel Characterization
Before applying frequency selective techniques into our mmWave link, we need to know if the
channel characteristics fit to these. First, we validate that channels are stable in an environment
without mobility. Next, we analyze how frequency selectivity varies with distance. Then, we
evaluate how well the signal strength matches the free-space path loss formula.
4.2.2.1. Channel Stability
In Figure 4.2 we show two subsequent measurements of our 60 GHz channel within a time
interval of three hours. We observe that the channel is identical in both measurements. Hence,
our measurement technique based on scanning one subcarrier at a time is valid. Figure 4.2
also depicts a significant frequency selectivity, since subcarriers 0 to 100 suffer from significant

































Figure 4.2: Consecutive channel measurements in the corridor scenario at 9 m.
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Figure 4.3: CDF of the signal strength of subcarrier 100 during one hour.
fading compared to the rest of the channel. The difference between the strongest and the weakest
subcarriers is up to 22.25 dB.
Further, in Figure 4.3 we show the CDF of the signal strength of a single subcarrier over a time
interval of one hour for the Lab scenario at distance 2.5 m. We depict subcarrier 100, but the result
is equivalent for all other subcarriers. As expected, the subcarrier exhibits high stability—since
the channel frequency fading only depends on a few multi-path components, the channel remains
constant as long as the environment does not change. In contrast, lower frequency networks are
prone to much more fluctuations since the receiver receives many more multi-path components.
4.2.2.2. Frequency Selectivity
Next, we discuss the frequency selective behavior of communication in the 60 GHz band.
Figure 4.4 shows the detailed channel measurements for each scenario and link distance. Further,
Table 4.2 provides an overview on the difference in dB between the best and the worst subcarrier
for each of the channels in Figure 4.4. For all scenarios, we observe that selectivity is small for
the shortest distance. This is expected, since transmitter and receiver are placed at only 2.5 m,
which means that any reflection off the surrounding walls or obstacles is highly unlikely to fall
into the beam of the receiver. In general, Figure 4.4(c) exhibits the strongest frequency-selective
behavior (22.25 dB), and Figure 4.4(a) the lowest (less than 5 dB). This is expected due to the
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Table 4.2: Frequency selectivity with distance
Empty Room Lab Corridor
2.5 m 4.27 dB 2.5 m 5.28 dB 2.5 m 5.09 dB
5 m 4.86 dB 5 m 6.13 dB 6 m 6.95 dB
10 m 8.80 dB 8.7 m 5.64 dB 9 m 22.25 dB
15 m 4.95 dB 11 m 6.31 dB 15 m 7.50 dB




















































































Figure 4.4: Channel measurements for all the positions.
narrow nature of the corridor, and the wide space of the empty room, which limits reflections.
Interestingly, Figure 4.4(b) also exhibits low frequency selectivity (5 dB). While the lab scenario
is prone to reflections off furniture and metallic objects, blockage of such reflections is also more
likely compared to our other scenarios. For instance, in the lab scenario we place the transmitter
and the receiver on the lab tables. As a result, the tables themselves as well as the chairs in the
lab often block potential ground reflections.
For increasing distances, we observe that selectivity increases since it becomes more probable
that the receiver receives reflections. However, this behavior is highly location dependent. For
instance, at a distance of 10 m in the empty room, selectivity increases up to 8.80 dB but then
decreases again to 4.95 dB for 15 m. This suggests that at 10 m a strong multi-path component
geometrically hits the receiver beam, but misses it at 15 m. Similarly, selectivity increases up to
22.25 dB for the corridor case at a distance of 9 m. Hence, we conclude that frequency selectivity
plays a significant role in indoor 60 GHz scenarios. While it does not necessarily increase with
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Figure 4.5: Channel measurement in the empty room scenario at 10 m and 15 m.
distance, we observe that the selectivity is lowest for short links.
Moreover, frequency selectivity in the 60 GHz band may also result in higher performance
for a subset of subcarriers as distance increases. For instance, we observe such a behavior in
Figure 4.5, which depicts channel measurements at 10 and 15 m in our empty room scenario. As
expected, the received power is generally lower for 15 than for 10 m, but for subcarriers 250 to
350 the opposite occurs. The remaining subcarriers roughly follow the free-space path loss model
since up to subcarrier 250 the shape of the curve is approximately the same for both distances.
This highlights that the impact of reflections in the 60 GHz band can be much stronger than often
assumed in the literature. The overall result in Figure 4.5 clearly contradicts the free-space path
loss model, which should thus not be used as a basis for, e.g., simulating communications and
networks operating in the 60 GHz band.
4.2.2.3. Signal Strength
After seeing the previous results from Figure 4.5, where some subcarriers receive higher
power when they are further away, in this section we want to study how the received power
varies for the different positions and the different scenarios that we considered. Figure 4.6 shows
the resulting received power and how this compares to free-space path loss propagation formula,
using the first measurement as a reference. We can see that, in general, the different measurements
adjust to the theoretical model. However, we also observe small variations in virtually all of them.
This is due to the existence of reflections, and how they increase or decrease the received signal
power depending on whether reflections add constructively or destructively at the receiver. The
most striking result can be seen for the corridor measurements, since at 15 m the received power
is more than 7 dB above the theoretical result due to the constructive addition of reflections. This
is surprising, given that the measured positions at 6 and 9 m adjust very well to the theoretical
model. We observe a similar behavior at 15 m in the empty room case, even though the impact of
reflections is limited in that scenario. This again validates our findings in Section 4.2.2.2, that is,
that the theoretical free-space path loss model is not valid in 60 GHz indoor environments.
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Figure 4.6: Measured overall signal strength compared to the theoretical Friis equation.
4.3. Results
In this section we show how the different frequency selectivity techniques can help extending
the range of a 60 GHz network or providing energy savings.
4.3.1. Range Extension
Next, we study the range extension that we achieve when using the techniques discussed in
Section 4.1.1. Specifically, we compute the throughput according to our metrics in Section 4.1.2
for each of the locations in Table 4.1. Figure 4.7 shows the achievable non-coded throughput
while Figure 4.8 shows the achievable coded throughput. The figures show that all mechanisms
perform significantly better than the baseline. We observe a clear relation between the received
power in Figure 4.6 and the throughput, as expected. Further, we find a clear relation of the
throughput and the selectivity of the channels listed in Table 4.2 for the different mechanisms.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 depict the impact of coding on the rate achievable on a link. As discussed
in Section 4.1.2, the impact is stronger for weak links that require high redundancy to operate
than for strong links. In all of our three scenarios we observe that bit loading is the technique
that provides the highest bit rate, particularly for impaired links. This holds true both for the
case when bit loading is used with a power distribution based on water filling and for the case
with a homogeneous power distribution. As a result, bit loading increases the range at which
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Figure 4.7: Achievable non-coded throughput for increasing distances and different frequency
selective techniques.
communication is possible. Subcarrier switch-off is also able to extend the range of the link for
all three scenarios. However, it only achieves a lower data rate since having to use the same MCS
on all subcarriers limits its performance.
Specifically, the limited range of the 60 GHz link prevents communication beyond 5 m on our
empty room scenario. For 10 and 15 m, our three mechanisms are able to establish a link, whereas
the baseline mechanism fails. Exploiting frequency selectivity, we are capable of transmitting data
up to 15 m with a non-coded rate of at least 2000 Mbps and a coded rate of at least 630 Mbps
for this scenario. That is, we triple the range of the link. As expected, our techniques based on
bit loading achieve even better performance. In our lab scenario, the gain in terms of range is
lower since the baseline scheme is able to transmit data up to a distance of 8.7 m in the non-
coded case. Still, our frequency selective techniques are able to achieve significantly higher
rates, and transmit data up to a distance of 11 m. Moreover, in this scenario we observe that
the impact of coding limits the range of the baseline down to only 5 m, since the BER is too high
beyond that distance. In contrast, the frequency selective techniques that we consider still reach
the aforementioned link distance of 11 m. Finally, the results for our corridor scenario differ
significantly from the lab and the empty room cases. As listed in Table 4.6, the corridor is the
most frequently selective scenario out of the settings that we consider in this work, featuring up
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Figure 4.8: Achievable coded throughput for increasing distances and different frequency
selective techniques.
to 22 dB difference in terms of received power among subcarriers at 9 m. As a result, the baseline
mechanism is unable to establish a link at that position, while our other techniques can operate
normally. Most interestingly, at 15 m the overall received energy increases (c.f. Figure 4.6) and
the channel becomes more flat in the frequency domain, enabling the baseline scheme to operate
again. The underlying reason is that the destructive reflection at 9 m disappears when moving
to the next position further away, resulting in a flat channel response. Moreover, constructive
reflections at 15 m boost the received power, allowing for similar coded throughput rates at 15 m
and at 6 m. All in all, we observe that frequency-selective techniques can improve the range of
a 60 GHz link on average by 50%, ranging from a 26% range increase in the lab scenario to 3×
longer links in the empty room case. Moreover, such techniques improve the achievable data rate
significantly in all of our scenarios. For the coded case, range and rate improvements are even
larger since the impact of coding limits the performance of the baseline. Results are roughly in
the same order of magnitude but, for instance, the range improvement in the lab case increases
from 26% to 2×. Hence, we conclude that frequency-selective techniques can be very beneficial
for 60 GHz communication.
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4.3.2. Energy Saving
Next, we analyze the performance of the techniques described in Section 4.1.1 for a range of
different power margins. This provides insights regarding potential energy savings when using
them. Figure 4.9 depicts the achievable rate for positions one and two in each of our scenarios.
We compute the rate for a range of transmit power values. A power saving of 0 dB stands
for transmission at the maximum power that regulators allow. Negative power saving values
represent lower transmission power values. For instance, a power saving of -10 dB means that the
transmitter is transmitting 10 dB below the maximum allowed transmission power. The depicted
rate values are for the coded case (c.f. Section 4.1.2).
Figure 4.9 shows that frequency selectivity plays a role in terms of energy saving, since each
of the scenarios performs differently. Regarding the individual techniques, we observe that both
bit loading approaches perform almost identically across all scenarios. That is, the impact of
water filling compared to a uniform power distribution is limited. The results for those two cases
actually differ by tens of megabits per second, but this difference is not visible in Figure 4.9
because the scale of the y-axis ranges from 0 Mbps to 7000 Mbps. The similarity in terms of
results of both bit loading approaches is due to the large bandwidth of the system. Given the large
number of subcarriers, the amount of energy that waterfilling spreads among subcarriers is small.
As a result, it is typically not enough to reach the next MCS threshold, and thus results in the
same throughput. Finally, Figure 4.9 is consistent with previous sections, since we observe that
our bitloading techniques generally outperform subcarrier switch-off. Only for the scenarios for
which the SNR is anyhow very high, the results of both approaches match.
Regarding the individual scenarios, for the measured position at 2.5 m in the empty room
case we observe that all of our techniques could achieve the maximum throughput with a transmit
power at least 3 dB below the maximum allowable transmit power. If the link does not need
to operate at the maximum rate, further power savings are possible. The subcarrier switch-off
technique occasionally matches the baseline but requires on average slightly less transmit power
to achieve the same rate. In contrast, the bit loading techniques consistently outperform the
baseline, requiring on average 2 dB less to achieve the same rate. At 5 m, gains with respect to
the baseline increase since the larger distance results in more impairments on certain subcarriers.
Specifically, the bit loading techniques require 3 dB less transmit power than the baseline. Also,
the subcarrier switch-off approach is now consistently better than the baseline, with a difference
of 2 dB in terms of transmit power. Most interestingly, Figure 4.9(b) shows that the baseline
cannot operate beyond a power saving of 12 dB but our other techniques can transmit data up to a
power saving of 17 dB. Next, Figure 4.9(d) depicts the potential energy saving at 2.5 m in the lab
scenario. In this case, bit loading can yield a saving of up to 7 dB compared to the baseline. That
is, bit loading can achieve the same rate than the baseline with less than a quarter of the transmit
power. Subcarrier switch-off performs similarly, resulting in 6 dB power saving. The reason
behind such large power savings is that for the particular case in Figure 4.9(d), many subcarriers
are operating close to the threshold of the next MCS level when using the baseline. Thus, a slight
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(a) Empty room: 2.5 m































(b) Empty room: 5 m































(c) Lab: 2.5 m































(d) Lab: 5 m































(e) Corridor: 2.5 m































(f) Corridor: 6 m
Figure 4.9: Achievable energy savings for different frequency selective techniques.
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improvement based on our techniques allows many subcarriers to switch to a higher MCS, thus
achieving much higher throughput. This does not occur for the next position in the lab scenario
(c.f. Figure 4.9(d)), resulting again in similar gains as for the empty room scenario. Concretely,
bit loading can save on average 3 dB transmit power, while subcarrier switch-off only saves 2 dB.
Finally, in the corridor scenario we obtain similar results as for the empty room case. While
subcarrier switch-off is consistently better than the baseline at the first position, the difference is
just 1 dB. In contrast, bit loading achieves again a 3 dB improvement. As expected, the rates at
the second position are significantly lower due to the increased distance. In this case, bit loading
achieves 4 dB power savings and subcarrier switch-off 2 dB. All in all, we conclude that bit
loading is key to achieve significant energy savings. While energy distribution techniques such
as waterfilling provide some benefit, their impact is minimal in the case of very wide channels.
Subcarrier switch-off is beneficial, too, but performs consistently worse than bit loading. Our
above results are for the coded throughput case only. We observe a similar general behavior for
the non-coded throughput. However, when coding is not taken into account, gains may be inflated
for very low SNRs, as these weak links contribute to the throughput while no MCS is available
that can operate at these SNRs. (c.f. Section 4.3.1).
4.3.3. Antenna Array Comparison
Our results in Section 4.3 are based on a 60 GHz testbed equipped with horn antennas,
which focus the transmit power into a given direction. However, such antennas are bulky and
not electronically steerable, which makes them unsuitable for commercial hardware. Instead,
commercial 60 GHz devices typically use phased antenna arrays which may result in more
unexpected reflections, which in turn may lead to stronger frequency selectivity. In order to
assess whether this effect has a significant impact on our analysis, in this section we present a
first-of-its-kind study regarding the frequency selective behavior of 60 GHz channels when using
phased antenna arrays.
Unfortunately, phased antenna arrays for experimental purposes were not commercially
available at the time of writing. This hindered us from carrying out the bulk of our experiments
on such a testbed. However, in cooperation with the IMEC Research Center in Belgium, we
were able to perform detailed channel measurements on a phased antenna array prototype. In
particular, we use an antenna array with 2 × 8 elements and measure channels with a bandwidth
of 1.8 GHz, similarly to our experiments in Section 4.3. We place the transmitter and the receiver
in a lab at a distance of 4 m. We then design two different beam patterns using the antenna array.
Our first beam pattern has an ideal shape, that is, very narrow and with negligible sidelobes.
We can generate such a beam pattern based on the advanced capabilities of the phased array
beamforming transceiver module from IMEC [79]. However, commercial devices cannot generate
such directional beam patterns, as seen in Chapter 3, so we design a second beam pattern featuring
a wider main lobe and higher sidelobe energy level.
Figure 4.10 shows the results achieved with these antenna array measurements. We clearly
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Figure 4.10: Antenna array results
observe the impact of beamwidth and sidelobes—while the potential power savings for the
narrow case are about 4 dB, savings increase to 9 dB for the case with significant sidelobes.
We again confirm that frequency selectivity is mainly caused by reflections as we obtain a
difference of 5 dB with the use of different beam patterns. Hence, this validates our assumptions
regarding the impact of sidelobes. Moreover, the frequency selectivity of our phased antenna
array measurements is similar to the case with horn antennas. This means that the gains that can
be achieved with phased antenna arrays when using techniques that exploit frequency selectivity
are going to be equivalent or even higher than our results in Section 4.3.
In the case of using COTS systems, we can confirm that the gains of using frequency
selectivity techniques are going to be larger than the ones seen in this chapter. The antenna array
used in this section is capable of synthesizing very clean and narrow beam patterns while reducing
the number of sidelobes. However, COTS devices, as the ones analyzed in Chapter 3, experience
a large number of sidelobes which will create very rich multipath components, creating a very
frequency selective channel.
We can thus conclude that frequency selectivity plays a significant role on COTS 60 GHz




Our channel measurements question common assumptions in the recent 60 GHz networking
literature. Such related work often deals with the 60 GHz band from a networking perspective,
thus often resorting to assumptions such as flat channels and free-space path loss models.
However, early work on propagation characteristics [42] that deals with the 60 GHz band from
a physical layer perspective suggests that such assumptions are not realistic. In this work, we
bring together both perspectives by considering typical indoor scenarios for 60 GHz network
deployments based on IEEE 802.11ad. We show (a) that the free-space path loss model is not
accurate in such deployments, and (b) that the impact of frequency selectivity becomes evident as
soon as the distance between transmitter and receiver is beyond a few meters.
From this work, we derive two crucial insights. First, we observe that, while the throughput
improvements that we can achieve when using frequency selective techniques may be limited, the
gains in terms of range extension are significant for low SNRs. We can extend the range of a
60 GHz link by up to 3×. In other words, frequency selective techniques can operate when the
basic physical layer in IEEE 802.11ad cannot. This results in a highly beneficial symbiosis—the
longer the link, the stronger the impact of the very high path loss in the 60 GHz band but also
the higher the benefit of frequency selective techniques. Our second insight is that frequency
selective techniques help to achieve a uniform coverage area. As discussed in Section 4.3, basic
approaches may not be able to establish a link at a distance d1 due to strong frequency selective
fading on certain subcarriers, but may be able to operate at distance d2 > d1 if the channel
response becomes flat again. That is, the area of coverage may contain areas with no coverage at
all even if no obstacle blocks the link. We show that frequency selective techniques can help to
homogenize the coverage area of a 60 GHz transmitter.
Although we focus in OFDM systems, it is important to mention that the link outages that
we experience during this study are also going to happen in single-carrier devices. Single-
carrier devices also adapt their transmission characteristics to the weakest portion of their channel,
limiting their transmission range. In this chapter we want to encourage vendors and developers
to adapt their single-carrier 60 GHz systems to OFDM. Once these devices support OFDM they
should implement the frequency selective techniques exposed here in order to extend their link
range and save energy in their transmissions. The 10 dB energy savings that we demonstrate in




mmWave devices are known to have directional beam patterns that can achieve very high
spatial reuse allowing many simultaneous links in the same area, providing almost interference-
free communications. In contrast, the omni-directional transmissions and rich multi-path
environment in legacy ISM bands require a MAC layer to avoid concurrent transmissions to
prevent collisions. In practice, however, the difference between mmWave and lower frequency
bands is not that pronounced. For simplicity and to lower manufacturing costs, current mmWave
COTS use antenna arrays with beam shapes that are much wider and with many more side lobes
than theory suggests, as seen in previous Chapter 3. These create enough interference so as to
prevent spatial reuse in most practical scenarios. Furthermore, current IEEE 802.11ad devices
use a set of predefined beam patterns from a fixed codebook and do not adapt the patterns to the
current RF environment.
Beamtraining is the process where mmWave nodes select the most suitable beam pattern to be
used for communications, which in the case of IEEE 802.11ad, is the one that achieves the highest
SNR. In this chapter, we propose a novel approach for beamtraining that takes into account not
only the SNR, but the possible interference that a beam pattern incurs. To this end, we design
a centralized coordinated system that chooses the most efficient beam pattern for each STA that
improves throughput for all the users. Our system requires only changes to the APs and works
with unmodified clients. We use two alternatives for the beam patterns: 1) modifying the choice
of Tx-beam pattern while using the default omni-directional Rx-beam pattern of current COTS
devices and 2) modifying also the Rx-beam pattern to be equal to the chosen Tx-beam pattern.
Figure 5.1 shows a simple example consisting on two APs and two STAs. Each of the STAs
can use two different beam patterns (black and light blue), which determine the power with which
the signals are received at both APs. Note that the beam patterns are examples of actual beam
patterns used by these devices [80].
The problem that we want to solve in Figure 5.1 is the following: the power arriving from
STA1 to AP1 (named A) and the power arriving from STA2 to AP2 (named D) should be
maximized, while the interference, which is the power arriving from STA1 to AP2 (named B) and
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the power arriving from STA2 to AP1 (named C) should be minimized. Following this example,
STA1 should use the light blue beam pattern. Even though the black beam pattern results in
a slightly higher power towards AP1, it also generates much more interference at AP2. This
interference is negligible if STA1 uses the light blue beam pattern. On the other hand, STA2
should use the black beam pattern, as this is the one that results in higher power at AP2 and lower
interference at AP1.
To solve the problem of beam pattern selection, we investigate four different mechanisms
(detailed in Sec. 5.2) and compare them with the baseline IEEE 802.11ad protocol:
IEEE 802.11ad (baseline): The 802.11ad standard does not take interference into
account and simply selects the beam patterns maximizing A and D.
Weighted SIR Fairness: This mechanism takes into account all the combinations
of beam patterns of all STAs and choose the ones maximizing the sum of Signal-to-
Interference Ratios (SIRs), i.e., (A − C) + (D − B). This is optimal for total channel
capacity calculated according to the Shannon-Hartley theorem.
Argmaxmin: From all the combinations of beam patterns, the ‘Argmaxmin’
mechanism selects the combination that maximizes the minimum SIR, i.e., the one where
min(A − C,D − B) is largest. This provides fairness by maximizing the rate of the
weakest link.
Power Threshold: For each STA, this mechanism determines the set of beam patterns
for which A is larger than a given threshold (corresponding to a minimum desired rate or
MCS), and from this set selects the beam pattern that minimizes the interference B. This is




Figure 5.1: Beamtraining example: A and D wants to be maximized while B and C minimized.
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Interference Threshold: This mechanism checks for which beam patterns the
interference B is below a threshold (typically selected to be the carrier sense threshold
to enable concurrent communication), and from those selects the one that maximizes A.
This is repeated for all STAs to find the beam pattern that maximizes D given that C must
be below the threshold.
The main contributions of this chapter are the following:
We first analyze how the selection of different beam patterns in a 2-link scenario may
affect the aggregated throughput.
We design four beamtraining algorithms to increase aggregated throughput in dense
deployments by improving spatial reuse.
We implement the different algorithms in COTS devices using alternatively the
default omni-directional Rx-beam pattern and the modified Rx-beam pattern to be the equal
to the Tx-beam pattern. We modify the firmware of the devices to extract all the information
needed to select and fix the utilized beam patterns.
We then analyze the performance of the different algorithms, first in a proof of concept
scenario and then evaluate them in a real-world environment. There we test how the
different algorithms behave for different positions and link combinations in an open-space
office. We check both TCP and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as well as uplink, downlink
and bidirectional traffic.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first study the impact of neighboring nodes beam
pattern selection in Section 5.1. We then explain the different beamtraining mechanisms in more
detail in Section 5.2. The experimental setup, including the router implementation, network
configuration, methodology and scenarios are presented in Section 5.3. The evaluation of the
different algorithms and scenarios is carried out in Section 5.4 and discussed in Section 5.5.
5.1. Impact of Neighbouring Nodes Beam Selection
As previously discussed, the IEEE 802.11ad beamtraining mechanism is purely based on the
SNR achieved by the different beam patterns of the two devices forming the link, without taking
into account any other devices with which they share the wireless medium [20]. This beam pattern
selection mechanism is optimal when there is no spectrum sharing among different networks,
but can lead to strong interference when different networks share the wireless medium. In this
set of measurements, we manually select the transmit beam patterns and compare the overall
network performance with respect to the default selected beam pattern. We do this first round
of measurements in order to motivate the possibility of developing more efficient beam pattern
selection mechanisms in terms of spatial reuse.
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5.1.1. Measurement Setup
In order to study this phenomenon we carry the following study: we set up two parallel links
and iterate among all the possible beam pattern configurations from both STAs and APs. We
repeat these measurement iterations for separation distances of 2, 5 and 15 meters, first iterating
among the different transmit beam patterns while using the default omni-directional receive beam
pattern, and then we iterate over both transmit and receive beam patterns (which for simplicity
we select to be the same, assuming that the channel is reciprocal). This measurement is realized
in a symmetric way, meaning that each of the diagonal items use the same beam pattern from
an interference and power point of view, as they share the same relative angles. This way we
simplify the beam pattern selection measurements reducing the number of combinations and thus
the overall measurement time. Doing so, we iterate among all the pair-wise possible beam pattern
configurations from the codebook, using the same beam pattern in the left link’s AP and the right
link’s STA, at the same time that we fix the same beam pattern in right link’s AP and the left link’s
STA, resulting in a total of 1296 beam pattern combinations per measured link distance.
5.1.2. Beam pattern selection comparison
Figure 5.2 shows the resulting aggregated throughput for each of the beam pattern
combinations, while Table 5.1 compares the default throughput with respect to the maximum
achieved rate among the different measurement configurations. In the figure, the columns from
left to right show the distances 2 m, 5 m, and 15 m. A throughput lower than 1000 Mbps is
represented with the same dark blue and a throughput larger than 2500 Mbps is represented
with the same yellow color. White represents the cases where link cannot be established. At
a first glance, it can be seen that the default beam pattern selection mechanism can be improved,
as in every scenario it is possible to achieve a larger throughput when selecting beam patterns
different from the default configuration. When distances are short, the gains are not very large as
nodes usually sense each other’s transmission, due to the large interference power at other stations
independently of the beam pattern they use. However, this changes when the distance between
the links increases, as we can see that selecting a different beam pattern can avoid interference
and boost the throughput, even doubling it for the case of 5 m distance. Fixing the receive beam
pattern can further improve the spatial sharing. In this case, not only the interference emitted
towards other nodes decreases, but also the interference observed through the station’s receive
beam pattern is reduced. This is extremely important in the case where the links are close to
each other.
It can be seen that the throughput is very uniform among the beam pattern combinations for
a distance if 2 m, as the amount of interference causes the stations to carrier sense with each
other. Nevertheless, some gains can be achieved when fixing the transmission beam pattern. In
addition, changing the omni-directional beam pattern into a directional one gives the possibility
of increasing the throughput around by 700 Mbps. At 5 m, there are some beam patterns that
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Figure 5.2: Aggregated throughput for each of the beam pattern combinations: the top row uses
omni-directional Rx-beam pattern, while the bottom row modifies both Tx- and Rx-beam pattern.
provide significant gains compared to the default. For example we can see higher throughputs in
the columns corresponding to beam patterns 5, 6 and 7. These beam patterns transmit less power
at the angle where the neighboring stations are located. In contrast, columns 4, 9 or 22 show
how the bitrate decreases due to the high power transmitted towards the neighbors. Fixing the
receiving beam pattern does not significantly affect the performance of the link in this case, and
the gains are similar to the ones achieved when fixing only the transmit pattern. For both cases,
the maximum throughput can be doubled, providing gains of 1400 Mbps. For distance equal to
15 m, we can see many cases with large gains, and some combinations where the link quality is
degraded. Specifically, it can be seen that beam patterns 16, 17 and 20 are suboptimal, having
1400 Mbps less aggregated throughput. Beam pattern with index 20 is the one used by the default
configuration, showing that even though the received power in the single link case is large, the
interference created is also large. For this link distance, fixing the receiving beam pattern can
increase the link throughput by another 100 Mbps.
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Table 5.1: Maximum bitrate for different selected beam patterns in Figure 5.2.
Distance Default Fixed Tx Fixed Tx&Rx
2 m 1670 Mbps 1746 Mbps 2448 Mbps
5 m 1327 Mbps 2753 Mbps 2797 Mbps
15 m 1905 Mbps 3332 Mbps 3453 Mbps
It is also important to note that, given the asymmetric beam patterns of these COTS devices,
the behavior of the beam pattern selection is also asymmetric, so a pairwise switch of the beam
patterns leads to different rates. Even though we have bi-directional communication in the link,
the acknowledgments require less time than the payload, making the interference-free operation
more important in the transmitter node than in the receiving one.
These measurements confirm that the default beamtraining mechanism can be improved
as it is not optimum when different links share the collision domain, motivating the different
beamtraining techniques that we show and test during this chapter.
5.2. Beamtraining Mechanisms
In this section we explain the different beam training algorithms developed for COTS
mmWave devices. Instead of using the strongest beam pattern to reach their APs, the STAs’
beam patterns will be chosen to balance the received power at the AP and the interference created
to other links. Furthermore, we aim to maximize the aggregated throughput while taking into
account fairness, to avoid possible starvation for some of the STA. The algorithms work with
unmodified STAs, requiring only a network of APs with centralized control. This way, any device
entering the network can take advantage of this.
In order to establish directional communications following the IEEE 802.11ad standard,
the nodes have to perform the beamtraining procedure [20, 22]. This process can be seen in
Figure 5.3(a) and consists on the following: first, the AP tests all the possible Tx-beam patterns
of its codebook with the initiator sector sweep, while the STAs listen with omni-directional Rx-
beam pattern. Then, the STAs reply similarly, sending replies over all their possible Tx-beam
patterns as the responder sector sweep. These replies also include which one was the best AP
beam pattern. Finally, the AP acknowledges which is the best beam pattern to be used by the
STA. After this short process, both ends of the link know which are the beam patterns leading to
the highest SNR.
Our system needs to do an extra step in order to obtain all the information from the different
STAs. This extra step can be seen in Figure 5.3(b) and consists on the following: All of the STAs
follow the IEEE 802.11ad beam training process as previously described, sending frames through
the different beam patterns. In parallel, all the APs overhear these frames and store the received
power from every STA. Once all STAs finish their beam training, the APs will exchange among
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(a) IEEE 802.11ad BFT frame exchange [22].
(b) Frame exchange for our beamtraining mechanisms. Example for two networks.
Figure 5.3: Beamtraining frame exchange Mechanisms. Frames marked with ‘F’ represent
feedback frames.
them the received power information, allowing them to know how much their STAs are interfering
with other APs. Once the APs compute which are the most suitable beam patterns for their STAs,
they send feedback to their STAs specifying which beam pattern to use.
To explain our algorithms we use the following notation:
D is the set of beam patterns for each STA.
P ixn is the power (in decibel units) received by APn from STAx using the beam pattern
i, with i ∈ D.
A is the set of APs.
Sn is the set of STAs connected to APn, where n ∈ A.
bix is a binary variable that indicates whether STAx is using the beam pattern i, i ∈ D.
bix is equal to 1 if x selects the beam pattern i, and 0 otherwise. Only one beam pattern can
be used at a time, i.e.,
∑
i∈D
bix = 1, ∀x.
B is a matrix with matrix elements bix, indicating a specific configuration of the beam
patterns used by each of the stations.
B is the set of all possible beam pattern allocations B.
Bx represents the x-th row of B, i.e., the vector of b
i
x for STAx and i ∈ D.
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5.2.1. Baseline: IEEE 802.11ad beamtraining
As described previously, when an AP and a STA want to establish a connection, they will use








for all n ∈ A and x ∈ Sn.
5.2.2. Weighted SIR Fairness
This mechanism chooses the most efficient beam pattern in terms of SIR. It computes all
the possible combinations of beam patterns among all the STAs and selects the combination B∗

























This mechanism could lead into STAs switching off, as sometimes the result that maximizes
Eq. (5.2) will have some links with very low SNR, meaning those links would disconnect. To
obtain a fair allocation, we apply the α-fairness method as seen in Eq. (5.3), where α is chosen
between 0 and 1. The higher the value, the more fair the allocation. In our implementation we




























This mechanism maximizes the SIR of the weakest link among all the links. It computes the
SIR for all the possible beam pattern combinations and then selects the beam pattern combination
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5.2.4. Power Threshold
In wireless communication systems, whether a certain MCS can be used depends on the SNR,
i.e., achieving a certain minimum rate requires the SNR to be higher than the corresponding
threshold. We build a mechanism that uses such a threshold in order to determine a set of beam
patterns satisfying a power threshold P , and then selecting the one interfering the least with the
neighboring nodes (Eq. (5.5)). If there is no group of beam patterns that satisfy the threshold for












for all n ∈ A and x ∈ S(n). Since this selection could imply link starvation, again we apply















This technique minimizes interference while guaranteeing a certain minimum data rate.
5.2.5. Interference Threshold
To maximize the spatial reuse we need to find an interference threshold I that is below the
carrier sensing level of other APs. We select the group of beam patterns that satisfy the threshold
I which would allow parallel links, and then choose the one that maximizes the rate. If this


























for all n ∈ A and x ∈ Sn
5.3. Experimental Setup
In this section, we first discuss the implementation details, from the custom firmware
installation to the beam pattern selection. We then present the methodology as well as the different
scenarios in which we test our mechanisms.
5.3.1. Router Implementation
We use the TP-Link Talon AD7200 router for the implementation of these techniques. This
router is equipped with the QCA9500 60 GHz chipset which comes with a 32 element antenna
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array and a predefined codebook of 34 Tx-beam patterns.
With the default firmware running on the QCA9500 60 GHz chipset we cannot extract or
set any information regarding the beamtraining or beam patterns. We thus use the Talon Tools
framework [81] to:
1. Obtain beamtraining information: We can access the IEEE 802.11ad driver and record the
received power for each of the beam patterns received by the router, together with the MAC
address of the transmitting node.
2. Set the Tx-beam pattern to be used: We can fix the corresponding index of the utilized
beam pattern in the QCA9500 chipset.
3. Modify the omni-directional Rx-beam pattern to one of the predefined beam patterns from
the codebook: We can load one beam pattern from the codebook and write it to the chipset
to be used as Rx-beam pattern.
This way, the mmWave APs can share how much energy they are receiving from each of the
different Tx-beam patterns from each of the different STAs, and choose the pattern which is best
for each STA to use according to our algorithms.
5.3.2. Methodology
The use of our mechanisms in a real world system is simple. The only constraint is that the
different APs are connected and have a minimum processing power, which is usually satisfied for
example in managed WLAN deployments. Otherwise, the APs can share their data wirelessly.
For our experimental analysis, we have connected all our APs to a LAN and carried all the
beamtraining mechanisms and control of the routers from a central server. In order to measure the
performance of the different algorithms, we perform 30 second iPerf measurements for TCP and
UDP traffic. We also modify the traffic flow direction, having uplink, downlink and bidirectional
communications. We will first run the measurements with the default beamtraining, then iterate
for the different sets of beam patterns that our mechanisms provide, fixing first the Tx-beam
pattern with omni-directional Rx-beam pattern and then fixing both Tx and Rx-beam patterns.
Given the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) used by IEEE 802.11ad networks, we have
simplified our system to have AP-STA pairs (rather than having multiple STAs per AP). An AP
with several STAs would lead to similar results given the multiplexing among different STAs, but
would significantly increase the complexity of our deployment.
5.3.3. Scenarios
All the algorithms explained in Section 5.2 are tested in two different scenarios. First, we




To validate our mechanisms and evaluate their performance we chose an empty auditorium of
size 11 x 21 meters where we place two parallel links. For both links, the distance between AP
and STA is equal to 3.2 m and the distance between the links increases from 1.6 to 9.6 meters
with steps of 1.6 m for a total of 6 measured positions.
5.3.3.2. Office Environment
Our second environment is a open-space office environment that is in active use, with size 7.4
x 13.5 meters as shown in Figure 5.5. The APs are placed under the ceiling of the room while the
STAs are placed on top of regular desks in the working places of the office. In this environment
we first do an extensive study of the mechanisms with two parallel links (using AP1 and AP2) and
then study a few examples with three parallel links (where we add the AP0–STA0 link).
5.4. Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the behavior of the four different mechanisms discussed in
Section 5.2. We first validate the algorithms in a simple setup and evaluate a more complex
office scenario. For the latter we study both setups with two and three parallel links.
5.4.1. Empty Auditorium
The performance of the four different algorithms in the auditorium setup can be seen in
Figure 5.4. As expected, in general the gains for the different algorithms increase together with
the link distance, implying that with larger distances it is easier to achieve spatial reuse.
We also observe that UDP traffic obtains higher gains than TCP traffic; gains which are
enlarged even more when choosing the Rx-beam pattern to be the same as the Tx-beam pattern.
In contrast, for TCP traffic happens the opposite, and higher gains are achieved when only the
Tx-beam pattern is fixed and the omni-directional pattern is used for reception.
Comparing the different algorithms in this validation measurement set, we observe the
following characteristics for each of the different mechanisms:
Weighted SIR Fairness: This mechanism achieves large gains for UDP traffic when
the links are far apart. It also achieves high gains for TCP traffic but only with directional
Rx-beam pattern, as with omni-directional Rx-beam pattern the gains are negligible.
Argmaxmin: This mechanism provides some level of fairness for the different
protocols. It has similar gains for TCP and UDP traffic, both for directional and omni-
directional Rx-beam pattern. There is an exception for the longest measured distance,
where the gains increase up to 166% and 132% for UDP.
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Figure 5.4: Mechanisms validation result: Empty Auditorium. Throughput gains for TCP and
UDP traffic, when fixing Tx- and Rx-beam pattern and when fixing only Tx-beam pattern with
the default omnidirectional Rx-beam pattern.
Power Threshold: For this scenario, this mechanism is the most promising and stable
one of the four studied. Gains increase together with the distance. For UDP traffic we
achieve higher gains with directional Rx-beam patterns, and for TCP we achieve higher
gains with the omni-directional Rx-beam pattern.
Interference Threshold: This mechanism provides the largest gains among the
algorithms when the links are close, but it does not have a reliable behavior for longer
distances. It obtains very large gains for UDP traffic for a distance of 3.2 m, but then these
gains decrease for the measurements taken at 4.8 m and 6.4 m. The gains increase again
for 8 m and 9.6 m. The performance of this algorithm is also inconsistent with respect to
directional versus omni-directional Rx-beam pattern.
5.4.2. Office Environment: 2 Links
After validating our measurements in the simple auditorium scenario, we test our algorithms
in the more realistic office environment shown in Figure 5.5.
We summarize all the measurement results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 for TCP and UDP traffic.
Table 5.2 shows the average gain for each of the algorithms for TCP traffic. From this table
we see that the most efficient beamtraining algorithm is the ‘Power Threshold’ algorithm, which












Access Point Station Scen. A Scen. C 
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Figure 5.5: Office environment setup: Grey boxes represent APs while black boxes STAs.
Scenarios A, B and C represents high, medium and low gain scenarios. AP0 and STA0 marked
with a star are only used for the three link setup.
Table 5.2: Average gain for TCP traffic: Bidirectional (BD), Downlink (DL) and Uplink (UL)
traffic, directional Rx-beam pattern (Direc Rx) and omni-directional Rx-beam pattern (Omni Rx).
W. SIR Fair. Argmaxmin Power Th. Int. Th.
BD Direc Rx 7.01% 7.65% 24.67% 22.71%
BD Omni Rx 13.86% 23.83% 21.56% 12.76%
DL Direc Rx 0.83% 5.19% 7.72% 9.94%
DL Omni Rx 5.00% 9.03% 1.81% 8.16%
UL Direc Rx -2.53% 1.36% 2.67% -1.45%
UL Omni Rx -7.91% 4.81% 5.26% -6.25%
use of directional Rx-beam pattern. In fact, for all of the studied algorithms the highest gains
are achieved in the bidirectional case. In bidirectional communications, the channel access times
become critical as the usage of the medium increases due to the long frames from both nodes (as
opposed to the regular data-ACK patterns of uni-directional traffic), obtaining higher gains with
the use of our algorithms.
We can also see in Table 5.2 that the ‘Argmaxmin’ together with the ‘Power threshold’
are the only two methods which have positive gains for all the communication directions. In
contrast, ‘Weighted SIR Fairness’ and ‘Interference Threshold’ have some sub-10% losses for
uplink traffic.
Table 5.3 summarizes the measurements for UDP traffic. As for the case of TCP traffic, the
best performing algorithm is again the ‘Power Threshold’, having a maximum average gain of
23.70% of aggregated throughput. It is the only algorithm that has positive gains for all traffic
directions with UDP traffic, as the others have some performance issues with uplink traffic, and
some 1% losses in downlink.
In order to see how the algorithms behave for the different location combinations, Figure 5.6
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Table 5.3: Average gain for UDP traffic: Bidirectional (BD), Downlink (DL) and Uplink (UL)
traffic, directional Rx-beam pattern (Direc Rx) and omni-directional Rx-beam pattern (Omni Rx).
W. SIR Fair. Argmaxmin Power Th. Interf. Th.
BD Direc Rx 14.89% 5.48% 18.41% 1.62%
BD Omni Rx 11.37% 8.35% 23.70% 2.60%
DL Direc Rx 15.36% -0.07% 15.14% 4.64%
DL Omni Rx 15.47% 3.50% 16.79% -0.89%
UL Direc Rx -0.37% -2.55% 6.68% -3.58%
UL Omni Rx -2.90% -1.42% 7.61% -13.25%
shows the CDF for the different combinations in the bidirectional communication case. Here we
can see that there are some link combinations where the gains are very high, but others where there
are losses. The mechanism that finds highest gains is the ‘Argmaxmin’ mechanism, but in turn, it
is also the algorithm that has higher losses. It is thus a ‘risky’ algorithm whose performance very
much depends on the specific link configuration.
As depicted in the previous tables 5.2 and 5.3, we confirm that the best algorithm is ‘Power
Threshold’, as it has gains for all the different link combinations and traffic types with the
exception of two outliers: when using a directional Rx-beam pattern with UDP traffic and when
using omni-directional Rx-beam pattern for TCP (as seen in the CDFs from Figure 5.6). These
gains are due to the nature of the algorithm, which will always choose beam pattern combinations
providing a sufficiently high MCS while minimizing interference. If the interference cannot
be reduced while maintaining the threshold, the nodes carry out regular beamtraining without
considering interference.
From the CDFs seen in Figure 5.6, there are link combinations where the algorithms work
efficiently, and others where they do not. In Figure 5.5 where we show how the STAs spread
around the scenario, three links are marked, one as good, called Scenario A (AP1 connected
with STA1 and AP2 connected with STA8), one sub-average, called Scenario B (AP1 connected
with STA1 and AP2 connected with STA3) and one as bad, called Scenario C (AP1 connected
with STA6 and AP2 connected with STA7). In Figure 5.7 we can see three examples of link
combinations where we can compare the aggregated throughput and the gain of each of the
mechanisms with respect to the default IEEE 802.11ad beamtraining mechanism for TCP traffic.
For the good combination, named A, all the algorithms have gains greater than 20%, with
the maximum gain of 53% for the ‘Power Threshold’ algorithm for omni-directional Rx-beam
pattern. This algorithm is followed by the ‘Argmaxmin’ with omni-directional Rx-beam pattern,
achieving a gain of 46%. The other two algorithms, ‘Weighted SIR Fairness’ and ‘Interference
Threshold’ achieve gains of 21% and 24%. With directional Rx-beam pattern, gains increase
to around 40% for all the mechanisms, with ‘Weighted SIR Fairness’ performing best and
‘Argmaxmin’ performing worst. With this network configuration, it is easy to obtain gains as the
STAs are far apart from each other, facilitating the selection of beam patterns that do not interfere.
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Figure 5.6: CDF of the throughput gains for bidirectional TCP and UDP traffic, when using
directional Rx-beam pattern and when using the default omni-directional Rx-beam pattern.
Scenario B shows a below-average combination, resulting from the combination of AP1
connected with STA1 and AP2 connected with STA3, achieving gains of 13% and 10% for the
Power and Interference threshold techniques respectively, for directional Rx-beam pattern. For
the omni-directional case we have gains of 22% for the ‘Power Threshold’ mechanism and 21%
for ‘Argmaxmin’.
On the right hand side of Figure 5.7, we can see a connection example with low gains, named
C. Here, ‘Weighted SIR Fairness’ has losses of 21% when for directional Rx-beam pattern, while
it achieves 3% gains for omni-directional Rx-beam pattern. ‘Argmaxmin’ achieves 24% gains
with respect the default IEEE 802.11ad mechanism for directional Rx-beam patternand 12%
for omni-directional. ‘Interference Threshold’ achieves gains of 13% and losses of 11% for
directional and omni-directional Rx-beam pattern, respectively. ‘Power Threshold’ has gains
of 14% for both cases, making it once again the most stable algorithm. For this network
configuration it is difficult to obtain gains as the STAs are close to each other, and most of the
beam patterns generate too much interfere to obtain spatial reuse.
With these examples we can see that when the STAs are very close to each other the gains that
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Figure 5.7: Aggregated throughput for three measured positions with two parallel links, showing
the percentage gain with respect to the default aggregated throughput.
can be achieved are very low since no matter which beam pattern is chosen, interference is high.
In contrast, links that are far apart can achieve very high gains, as it is easier to find patterns that
minimize interference to neighboring nodes.
5.4.3. Office Environment: 3 Links
We now set up a third mmWave link in our scenario. Figure 5.8 shows how the mechanisms
behave for three parallel TCP links for three different link configurations for bidirectional traffic.
For these cases, AP0 connects with STA0, AP1 connects with STA8, and AP1 connects with STA1,
STA2 or STA4 as Scenarios A, B and C, respectively.
Again, similarly to the results shown in Section 5.4.2 for 2 parallel links, we can see that the
‘Power Threshold’ algorithm outperforms the others for most of the cases. For scenario A, where
AP1 is connected to STA1, we have gains of 76% for all the mechanisms for directional Rx-
beam pattern except for ‘Weighted SIR Fairness’, which only has 20% gain. For omni-directional
Rx-beam pattern, the gains decrease for the three best mechanisms, having now gains of 38%,
46% and 31% respectively, whereas the gain obtained by the ‘Weighted SIR Fairness’ method
increases to 31%.
For scenario B, where AP1 is connected to STA2, the ‘Argmaxmin’ and ‘Power Threshold’
algorithms again outperform the others. In this case, ‘Argmaxmin’ gives the highest throughput
for directional Rx-beam pattern, having a gain of 138% while ‘Power Threshold’ has a gain of
110%. For omni-directional Rx-beam pattern, the ‘Power Threshold’ algorithm gives the highest
gain of 128%.
In the last scenario, C, where AP1 is connected to STA4, we can see that the highest gain is














































































































Figure 5.8: Aggregated throughput for three measured positions with three parallel links, also
showing the percentage gain with respect to the default aggregated throughput.
of 71%. For omni-directional Rx-beam pattern, we achieve a maximum gain of 56% with the
‘Argmaxmin’ mechanism.
As for the case of two links, the algorithm that consistently delivers good performance is the
‘Power Threshold’ algorithm, whereas other algorithms might have higher gains in some specific
configurations but underperform in others.
Our three link measurements shows that the aggregated throughput decreases when more than
two links work in parallel in the same collision domain as more nodes have to share the medium
whenever spatial reuse is not possible.
5.5. Discussion
During the development and validation of these mechanisms we found different insights
regarding the possibilities of spatial sharing for 60 GHz COTS devices.
IEEE 802.11ad beam pattern selection. We have shown how beam pattern selection affects
parallel links in terms of spatial reuse. IEEE 802.11ad devices base their beamtraining mechanism
on selecting the beam pattern that provides the highest SNR. However, this beam pattern does
not need to provide the most efficient network behaviour when sharing the wireless medium with
other networks as it might cause large interferences into neighbouring nodes, while other beam
patterns could achieve larger aggregated throughput.
Weighted SIR Fairness leads to the highest Signal-to-Interference ratio. This mechanism results
into the optimum channel capacity for a wireless communication system given by the Shannon-
Hartley capacity theorem. But reality is different for our system, as the IEEE 802.11ad standard
performs carrier sensing. This implies that even if we could achieve very high Signal-to-
Interference ratios resulting in very high MCS, if a node receives interference above the carrier
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sense threshold it needs to wait until the channel is idle before it can access the medium and
transmit. This beamtraining mechanism can lead to rate losses, because the beam pattern that the
algorithm chooses might still interfere too much for spatial reuse while at the same time reducing
the link’s SNR. This occurs for half of the cases, which have sub-25% bitrate losses. However,
gains are achieved the rest of the time when using this mechanism.
Argmaxmin chooses the beam pattern combination in a way that the SIR of worst link in the
whole scenario is maximized. This selection can lead us to an average poor scenario with poor
connections among the links. Due to this, the different nodes might use worse MCS values
and may still carrier sense with other nodes. In contrast, the default IEEE 802.11ad algorithm
will carrier sense, but it will use stronger link budgets resulting in higher MCS and bitrates.
Nevertheless, the gains of this mechanism are usually positive.
Power Threshold is the most reliable mechanisms from the ones developed. Here, we select a
given group of beam pattern that provide a sufficiently high SNR and thus MCS, and from those
select the one that produces the least interference. This way, the MCS is often equal to or not
much below the one selected in the default beamtraining mechanism, but with the advantage that
the devices will carrier sense less often.
Interference Threshold can fail due to the low directional beam patterns. While this mechanism
should provide very efficient communications, the low-directionality of the current beam pattern
codebook makes very difficult to find a beam pattern capable of providing good communication
conditions while having zero-interference with neighboring nodes. Also, as we developed our
beamtraining mechanisms to work for unmodified clients, it is impossible to achieve 100% spatial
reutilization as only one link direction is optimized.
Other important insights that we discovered during this study are the following. For our 2-link
measurement scenarios, we have an upper-bound of 3000 Mbps of aggregated throughput, which,
given that the Talon AD7200 routers can achieve individual rates of up-to 2000 Mbps, means
that we never achieve full spatial reuse. As a consequence, there is still a large performance
gap to improve spatial sharing for mmWave devices, even though we have shown gains larger
than 100%. Related with this previous observation, we have seen that the aggregated throughput
for our three parallel link scenario is lower than the one we have with two parallel links. Despite
some spatial reuse, the increased overhead due to the carrier sensing of a larger number of nodes
and the corresponding medium access delays, decrease the overall efficiency of medium use.
Nevertheless, our algorithms obtain very large gains for this 3-link scenario.
Chapter 6
Outlook
Overall, this thesis shows the behavior of current mmWave COTS devices together with two
simple techniques to improve their main limitations which are their short link range and their
restricted spatial reuse. This first-generation mmWave COTS analysis is highly relevant as next-
generation mmWave devices will be based on them, so it is decisive to know them well in order
to exploit their advantages as well as improve their weak points.
An important step forward in the 60 GHz mmWave industry is going to be the introduction
of new WLAN mmWave devices under the IEEE 802.11ay amendment into the market and
the deployment of mmWave wireless backbone links (as AT&T has proposed with the AirGig
Project [55]). IEEE 802.11ay is the evolution of the current IEEE 802.11ad. This new mmWave
WLAN amendment will support hybrid beamforming, channel aggregation and MU-MIMO,
resulting into up to four independent streams with up to 8.64 GHz bandwidth which are capable of
achieving 44 Gbps, resulting in a maximum of 176 Gbps when taking all the streams together [82].
AT&T’s AirGig combines LTE technology with mmWave communications in order to provide
internet in rural areas achieving hundreds of megabit per second connections with the use of
‘self-install’ equipment.
The aforementioned soon-to-be-deployed technologies encourage the study that we perform
in this thesis, as these new devices should take into account all the previous-generation COTS
design problems and try to solve them. Implementing the techniques exposed in this thesis to
enhance the wireless communication range and spatial reuse, would also help in next-generation
mmWave wireless deployments as we will later explain. The other characteristic that these devices
should improve is the user mobility model, as the movement of a user may damage the link
causing large throughput losses which will get worse when these mmWave chipsets are integrated
into Virtual-Reality headsets or hand-held devices such as smartphones.
With the arrival of the IEEE 802.11ay amendment, devices will be able to aggregate up to
4 channels creating a bandwidth of 8.64 GHz. With such a large bandwidth, there is a large
likelihood that the channel is going to be frequency selective. This frequency selectivity is going
to be larger than in IEEE 802.11ad devices as the bandwidth can increase up to four times. These
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large bandwidths provide the opportunity of using the techniques seen in Chapter 4 to extend the
link distances or achieving energy savings. We also expect very dense deployment scenarios with
the arrival of this new amendment, as these chipsets will be used in smartphones, tablets, and
laptops. These dense scenarios are going to cause large interference among them if they do not
improve their beamforming or their beamtraining capabilities. This is why we encourage these
devices to adapt to the beamtraining techniques exposed in Chapter 5, not only taking into account
the received power but also taking into account the interference that may be created.
mmWave backhaul links such as AirGig [55] are going to need very precise antennas. As
these links are going to be very stable over time, they need to have very fine beamforming
capabilities in order to avoid interferences with other devices. This very fine beamforming is
far from the beamforming capabilities that we have seen in our COTS devices. However, if these
next generation devices do not allow the synthesis of pencil-shape beam patterns, they will need
to improve their beam pattern selection in order to reduce interferences with neighboring nodes.
As these are static links, they need the best coverage with minimum interference as possible as
they will be deployed for a long time without needing to retrain the link often. This is why they
should implement techniques such as the ones seen in Chapter 5 to have the highest MCS possible
while decreasing the interference avoiding medium sharing. The only time when these devices
will need to train is when they are moved from one location to another or when environmental
conditions displace them (as could happen with very heavy winds). If one of these AirGig devices
fail, we have proved that an aerial mmWave link could fulfill its duty.
Continuing our work, one should analyze the co-channel interference that might be created
when two links working in the same area are using adjacent channels. This needs to be studied as
this kind of interference is very probable to exist in such large bandwidth devices and in such case,
every device in dense deployments might share the wireless medium decreasing the throughput
dramatically. If this co-channel interference happens, mmWave devices should equip better RF-
filters to avoid transmitting power out of their desired bandwidths. If devices do not improve their
beam pattern synthesis or their beam pattern selection this channel sharing will be even enlarged.
If we compare this thesis with the ideal performance of the mmWave technology, the most
important part that vendors should improve are their antenna arrays. Having a better antenna
array would result in better beamforming capabilities that would result in less problematic and
higher efficiency networks. With an ideal antenna array capable of creating ultra-directional
beam patterns we would not need to look for techniques to extend the link range or save
energy consumption as these would manage their energy focusing all the transmission power
into the receiving node. At the same time, we would not need to look for mechanisms to avoid
interference, as these high directional patterns would make non-interference communications
as they would not have sidelobes. In order to create better antenna arrays, manufacturers
should include more antenna elements as well as higher-definition phase shifters. Real-time
beamforming devices would also implement better beam patterns as devices relaying in beam
pattern codebooks will always be more limited in terms of beam pattern shapes.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, we perform the first mmWave COTS devices characterization, looking for the
real characteristics of these devices and once identified their two main weaknesses, we target
them to improve their global performance. This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first
one consists of the introduction, where we do a general view on what this thesis targets, how it is
motivated, and the main contributions. Next we can find background and related work. Then, we
continue with our analysis of mmWave COTS devices, showing the low range and the low spatial
reuse that they achieve given their limited manufacturing cost. After this analysis, we show how
to increase these devices link distances. In the fifth chapter, we show how to increase the low-
spatial reuse thanks to different beamtraining mechanisms. The sixth chapter consists of a general
outlook of this work together with the future work and finally, we arrive at this conclusion chapter.
Going into details, Chapter 3 presents an in-depth analysis of consumer-grade off-the-shelf
60 GHz systems [1–3, 5, 6]. In order to perform this analysis, we overhear the frame level
communication with a mmWave downconverter, as well as extract the low layer parameters from
a hidden monitor in these COTS devices [4]. Our goal is to investigate the impact of the cost-
effective designs of such devices. While these effects are often qualitatively well-known, we
quantify them in order to provide a practical intuition on how important they are. This contributes
crucial insights for the design of 60 GHz networking protocols. In particular, we investigate the
impact of data aggregation, reflections, beam patterns, beamtraining, interference, and mobility.
We find that data aggregation yields throughput gains of up to 5.4×. Further, beamforming
often results in strong side lobes due to the limitations of consumer-grade antennas. Regarding
reflections, we show that not only first-order but also second-order reflections occur. As a result,
we observe significant interference in scenarios with two or more 60 GHz links that in principle
should not interfere with each other. In mobile scenarios, throughput degrades on average about
30% for link loads below one gigabit-per-second compared to the static case. Beyond beam
pattern misalignments, the underlying reasons include MCS fluctuations, higher packet error
rates, and 30% higher control traffic overhead. We also show how drone communications can rely
into mmWave links. We carried out measurements to determine the maximum range that IEEE
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802.11ad COTS mmWave aerial links can achieve as well as we emulate strong wind conditions.
We observed that these radios can be pushed to a vertical distance of 31 meters and to a 3D
distance of 24 meters when the mobile mmWave link is moving on the horizontal plane at a height
of 12 meters. Strong winds may jeopardize specific use cases such as real-time high resolution
video streaming due to high link variability, but it would still be useful for less latency sensitive
applications such as providing Internet access or for file sharing as the throughput only decreases
by up to 40%. From this chapter, we can conclude that, while some common 60 GHz assumptions
hold (e.g., data aggregation), others become critical for consumer-grade devices (e.g., impact of
side lobes).
Chapter 4 shows how frequency selectivity can help mitigate the strong range limitation from
60 GHz indoors networks [7]. Instead of using techniques such as bit loading, power loading,
and subcarrier switch-off to improve throughput, we leverage them to reduce the impact of poor
subcarriers at the edge of the coverage of a 60 GHz AP. To this end, we exploit the theoretically
unnoticeable frequency selectivity in indoor 60 GHz channels. Although 60 GHz networks use
highly directive antennas which greatly reduce the impact of multi-path components, we show
practically that typical indoor environments do feature a significant number of such reflections.
This results in an unexpectedly strong frequency selective behavior which becomes particularly
clear for link lengths beyond 2.5 meters. Our practical testbed results show that using techniques
that exploit this frequency selectivity can increase range by up to 50% in many of the scenarios
that we consider. Moreover, this effect allows for transmit power savings of up to 7 dB.
In Chapter 5 we propose novel beamtraining mechanisms in order to extend spatial reuse
on mmWave COTS dense deployments [8]. IEEE 802.11ad devices choose the strongest
communication beam pattern from a predefined codebook without taking into consideration other
links that can be in the same collision domain. This, together with the non-ideal shapes of
their beam patterns, prevents efficient spatial sharing among the nodes, reducing aggregated and
individual throughput. In order to experiment how two links in the same collision domain can
enhance their behavior only due to use of different beam patterns, we setup two parallel links
at different distances and cycle among all the beam patterns from their codebooks, showing that
the aggregated throughput can go up to two times if selecting preferable beam patterns than the
default ones [5]. Seeing this room for improvement, we implement four different beamtraining
schemes to select more efficient beam patterns, not only in terms of received power but also
in terms of interference. This system is implemented on the AP side and is transparent for the
STAs, making possible for any unmodified STA joining the wireless network to benefit from
the system. It provides aggregated throughput gains of up to 100% for some cases and average
gains of 25% for two links with TCP and bidirectional transmissions. We implement and test our
four beamtraining mechanisms in mmWave IEEE 802.11ad COTS devices. We first validate the
implementation and mechanisms in a simple scenario and then test them in a real world open-area
office environment. In this second scenario, we test our algorithms for 2 and 3 parallel links.
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Wrapping up we can conclude that this work has provided a new perspective on how first-
generation mmWave COTS devices behave. We show the main advantages and disadvantages of
these devices, as well as how to solve some of these disadvantages. We show that their limited
link range can be improved with the use of frequency selective techniques. We also analyze that
new beamtraining mechanisms can be implemented in these systems in order to take into account
interference from other nodes, resulting in better spatial reuse. A number of open issues that
need to be clarified remain open, as the co-channel interference or how mmWave networks would
behave in very dense scenarios. Development and implementation of better antenna arrays should
also be taken into account in future studies.
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